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ABSTRACT

Desociocenterings

A Theory Based on the Work of Jean Piaget

(December 1975)

Kathleen Emlen Metz-Hatch, B.S. Earlham College
M.S.
University of Pennsylvania
Ed.D.
University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Richard Konlcek

From the research of Jean Piaget regarding the cognitive structures and processes underlying centration, de-

centratlon, and decentering, a model of the cognitive structures and processes underlying sociocentrism, desociocentrism,

Soclocentrlsm is defined

and desociocentering is inferred.

as a centering relative to the position and actions of one’s

social group as egocentrism is a centering relative to the

position and actions of one's self.

Desociocentrism is

defined as the coordination of the position or actions of
one's own group with other groups.

Desoclocentering is then

defined as the decentering process relative to social group.
Five forms of decentering are delineated:

object decentering,

state decentering,

(b) subject/other decentering,

subject/
(c)

state/

(d) perspective/perspective decentering

and (e) part/w hole decentering.
r

(a)

These five forms of decen-

tering are used as a framework for the analyses of the

Plagetian research.
defined.

The interrelation of the forms is

Research exemplifying each of the forms is analyzed

vl

in terms of structures and processes from full centratlon to

full decentration.

The relation of each of the forms to

desoclocentering is deduced.

Based on this analysis and this

deduction, inferences about desoclocentering are developed.

From an integration of these sets of Inferences, a stage
theory of desoclocentering is proposed.
The five stages of desoclocentering as contained in
this model are:

(a) naive sociocentrism,

differentiation of disparate groups,

(c)

(b)

simplistic

desoclocentering

stage of correspondence, (d) reciprocity of social groups,
and (e) desociocentrism on the metaphysical plane.

exception of the last stage, each of the stages

is

With the
Inferred

to operate both on the concrete operational level of cogni-

tive functioning and again on the formal operational level.

Desociocentrism on the metaphysical plane takes place only
on the formal operational level.

Piaget has enumerated four factors of cognitive development:

maturation, experience, social transmission, and

equilibration.

The role of each of these factors in desoclo-

centering is Inferred, utilizing research from social
psychology.

Directions for research of the theory are discussed.

Questions to be pursued are delineated.

possible methodologies are suggested.

Correlations and
Some tentative educa-

tional implications are delineated, particularly for the area
of social studies curricula.

vll

Whatever our values may be, prejudice
is a fact of mental organization and
a mode of mental functioning.

Allport, G. W. , Prejudice:
A problem In psychological
and social causation.
Journal of Social Issues
supplement ser. no. 4.
.
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CHAPTER

I

THE INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The intent of this dissertation is to deduce a theory
of decentering relative to social group from the Plagetlan

literature of decentering relative to self.

The purpose is

to infer the mental structures and mental processes Involved

in individuals' conceptualizations of their own group and of

their own group vis-a-vis other groups.

Subsequent to this

theoretical study a series of empirical studies will be

conducted to test the validity of the Inferences contained
herein.
For the last fifty years Jean Piaget and his many

colleagues have been working on a theory of cognitive development.

The focus of Plagetlan theory is process, and secon-

darily, structures as reflected in process.

The process

Piaget has found to be most general to intellectual development is "decentering."

Decentering, the change from relative

subjectivity to relative objectivity has been identified in

different forms in the development of the infant (e.g.,
of the
Gouln-Deoarie, 1965 i Piaget, 195*0, the development

Piaget, 1969a)
young child (e.g., Laurendeau & Plnard, 1962;
Elklnd, 1967*
and the development of the adolescent (e.g.,

Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).
during each
Not only does decentering appear to function
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of these different periods of cognitive development;
It also

appears to function across different contexts In the
individual's life space.

The subject of the majority of Piaget's

research has been the child's decentering relative to the
physical universe (e.g., Piaget, 1951a, 195*0-

He has also

studied decentering In the lnter-indlvldual sphere (Piaget,
1965).
In each of the spheres Piaget found the same fundamental

decentering process.

He eventually came to conclude that

the mental processes underlying lntra-lndlvidual thought are

essentially the same as the mental processes underlying lnterindlvldual thought; i.e., that the logic of the Individual's

mental actions Is the same as the logic Involved In lnterindlvldual coordination and cooperation (Piaget, 1971

»

p.

360).

He also concluded that decentering relative to the physical

universe and decentering relative to the lnter-indlvldual
universe are each aspects of a common developmental process
(Piaget, 1969c, p. 95).

Correlation studies of other researchers lend support to
his thesis.

For example, Cowan (1966) found cognitive devel-

opment to be positively correlated with social development.
Lee (1971) found cognitive development to be positively cor-

related with moral development.
The legitimacy of the inferences of this dissertation
Piaget:
Is based on two Interrelated conclusions of

*

(a)

that

lnter-indlvldual
the mental structures and processes underlying
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and lntra- Individual coordinations are
essentially the same,
and (b) that mental structures and processes
In the various

contexts of the Individual's mental development are
essenti-

ally the same.
This study alms to develop a complex of Inferences

about decentering relative to soclocentrlsm, a process the

writer has called desoclocenterlng.

Soclocentrlsm Is a term

adopted from a Plagetlan study In 1951.

Piaget (1951b, p. 562)

defined soclocentrlsm In terms of egocentrism, a concept
central to his theory.

In this study, he explained egocentrism

as the child's nonconsclous assumption that "the Immediate

attitudes arising from his own special surroundings and

activities are the only ones possible."

Egocentrism, he

noted, "re-emerges In new guises farther and farther from
the child's Initial centre of Interest."

These vestiges of

the original egocentrism he termed "soclocentrisms

.

"

Famlly-

centrlsm is one form of soclocentrlsm Piaget Identified In
his 1951 study.

Nation-centrism or "patriotic soclocentrl-

clty" was a form Piaget Identified In his older subjects.

The study Itself will be discussed in greater detail In a

later section.
The 1951 study of soclocentrlsm had a narrow scope:

Piaget applied his early ideas of class inclusion and, more
cursorily, his early Ideas of reciprocity to this new context.

Many other areas of Plagetlan theory are relevant to the
context of desoclocenterlng.

Also, Piaget's conceptualization
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of the dynamics of class Inclusions have
substantially changed

since he conducted this study.
A principle purpose of this work is to identify
each

of the areas of Piagetian research relevant to the
area of

sociocentrism; to analyze the relation of each of these areas
to soclocentr Lsra

;

to analyze each of these areas of research;

and to make Inferences about sociocentrism and desoclocentering based on this relation.
The writer assumes that an understanding of the workings
of desociocenterlng cannot be totally derived by inferences

from de-ego-centerlng and subsequent testing.

The macro-

social context of desociocenterlng will involve additional
factors and sets of dynamics not found on the intra-individual
or inter-individual level.

Although an examination of other

additional factors and dynamics would enrich this model of
desociocenterlng, it is not within the scope of this dissertation to attempt to do so.

The purpose of this present study

is to develop Inferences about the possible isomorphisms of

the de-ego-centerlng process and the de-soclo-centerlng

process
The anthropologist Melford Spiro (1961) has incisively

discussed the Interaction of personal systems and social
systems.

he has noted that frequently the same activities

may be examined from either of two distinct perspectives,

from the standpoint of social system or from the standpoint
of personal system.

For example, one could study ethnocentrism
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In terms of Its function for social group
or In terms of Its

function for the Individual.
The "personal system" Is the focus of this study and
the perspective utilized herein.

The writer recognizes that

many of the processes inferred In this work do effect the
social system Itself and could be studied from that perspective; the writer also recognizes that this latter perspective

would enrich an understanding of her topic.

However, as

underlying cognitive structures and processes are the primary
focus of this study, the viewpoint of the "personal system"

will be maintained throughout.
Piaget has claimed (Piaget, 19?0a) that decentering
takes place in two temporal contexts, across the life span
of a single Individual and across the "psycho-genetic history"

of Homo sapiens

.

Although the possibility of desociocenter-

ing also taking place in both of these contexts will be

discussed, the focus of the dissertation will be on the

former context.
Significance of the Study
The process of desoclocenterlng is central to Improved

communication and respect across groups.

It is difficult to

communicate with others who assume their own perspective to
be fully and singularly valid and one's own perspective to
be either identical with their own or wrong.

Soclocentrlc

Individuals make these assumptions as they fail to recognize
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their group's orientation as one orientation
among many.

Desociocentered individuals, the writer anticipates,
no longer view their group perspective as absolute.

They

recognize their group perspective as a perspective.

As rela-

tively non-egocentric individuals have not lost their selves,

their positions or orientations, so relatively non-soclocentrlc

individuals do not lose their group or social orientation.
What is lost is the absolutlstlc assumption that all others'

perspectives are necessarily incorrect and Invalid.
Many anthropologists and social psychologists (e.g.,
Rosenblatt, 1964; Sumner, 1940) have noted the discrepancies
in moral codes for treatment of in-group members and treat-

ment of out-group members.

For example, there are frequently

no group sanctions against theft or even murder of out-group

members in groups with a strong sanction against hostility

within the in-group.

Piaget's 1951 study tentatively indi-

cates that within the process of desociocenterlng there is
the possibility of enlarging

the "in-group."

If there does

exist a less stringent code of ethics when out-groups are
involved, the desociooentering continuum has a strong ethical

dimension.
The process of de-centering relative to social group,

particularly large social group, may be of greater complexity
and difficulty than decentering relative to ego.

From the

prevalence today of such forms of sociocentrism as ethnocentrlsm, racism, and nationalism, one might conclude that
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development along the desoclocenterlng continuum
Is sadly
limited.

However, this possible lack of actual desoclocenter-

ing does not in and of Itself negate the significance
of a

close examination of the growth process.
In his classic work,

Nature o£ Prejudice

.

Gordon

Allport wrote:
While the national orbit is the largest
circle of loyalty that most children
learn, there is no necessity for the
process to stop there. In some children
of twelve or thirteen years of age these
investigators CPlaget and Weill found a
high sense of ’reciprocity*, a willingness to admit that all peoples have an
equal value and merit, although each prefers his own way of life.
When such a
sense of reciprocity is firmly established,
the way is prepared for the integrated
conception of larger and larger units of
mankind, to all of which the young person
can be loyal without losing his earlier
attachments. . .Narrower circles can,
without conflict, be supplemented by
larger circles of loyalty. This happy
condition is not often achieved, but it
remains from the psychological point of
view a hopeful possibility.
(Allport, 1954, P* 46)

This writer believes that a fuller understanding of the

cognitive processes involved in this "hopeful possibility,"
as well as the cognitive processes involved in its absence

would be valuable to those individuals or Institutions working to understand or to combat racist, ethnocentric or

nationalistic modes of thinking.
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Research of the Literature
jjAftflet^an

Literature Re:

Soclocentrl am

With very few exceptions, all of the research and writings of Piaget have dealt with de-ego-centerlng,
the potentl-

all y life-long process of developing beyond the many
levels
and spheres of egocentrism.

Those exceptions came In the

late 19^0* s and early 1950’s when Piaget was associated with
UNESCO, serving as the president of the Swiss delegation,
as editor of the UNESCO pamphlet, The Right to Education

and finally as member of its Executive Council.

,

It was

during this period of his life, that Piaget wrote of the

relation of his work to international problems.

It was then

that he articulated the concept of "soclocentrlsm" and noted
that he was convinced that the dynamics underlying socio-

centrism and egocentrism were identical (Piaget, 1951b).
Piaget is a man with a broad range of interests and
projects.

He has pioneered numerous areas of research to

eventually leave them to others to pursue while he concerned
himself with new problems.

Since the termination of his

involvement with UNESCO in 1953

»

Piaget has conducted no

research in the area of soclocentrlsm.
In 1948, the year the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly,

UNESCO asked Piaget to write a commentary on the Article

pertaining to education.

It is within his comments on the

second section of the Article (Piaget, 1973) that most of
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his thoughts about decentering relative to sociocentrism,

what this writer has called desociocenterlng, are contained.
In response to the Declaration's statement that "educa-

tion shall be directed to the full development of the human

personality and to the strengthening of respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms," Piaget evolved his own

definition of the concept, "personality."

To him it was

not an individual's temperament or a composite of his char-

acteristics, but a term descriptive of a level of growth at

which an individual comes to respect the autonomy and equal
legitimacy of the other.

Piaget believed that this depth of

respect necessarily implied a strong regard for the human
rights and fundamental freedoms of the other, one of the
goals for education stated in the Declaration.

Piaget further explained that one reached the condition
of personality by means of the process of decentering.

The

"obstacle" to be met again and again across the course of

decentering was egocentrism.
In his comment on the Article's phrase that education

.promote understanding, tolerance, and friendship among

all nations," he says that decentering is again the issue.
were
The obstacles blocking decentering in this context

soclocentrlsms.

He described the process of desociocenterlng

it is the intellectual and emotional
sociocentrism that reappears in every
collective unit, depending on the amount
of 'de-centering' that has been carried
This is an attitude so naturally
out.
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anchored In every consciousness that It
is Impossible to overcome It at one time
by some sort of total conversion of these
spontaneous tendencies, for It reappears,
degree by degree, at each new conquest of
coordination.
(Piaget, 1973, p. 136)
Piaget has always attempted to understand the adult by

way of studying children and their development.

In a pro-

ject entitled "The Development in Children of the Idea of
the Homeland and of Relations with Other Countries"

(Piaget,

1951b), Piaget studied children* s developing ability to

understand the relation of geographical units of differing
levels of inclusiveness, as well as their feelings about
these units.

The concept "nation," Piaget noted, was a

product of the child’s comprehension of the relation of

nation to more immediate geographical units such as canton
or town.

The youngest children Piaget studied had no clear con-

ception of any geographical unit.
fined to themselves.

family-centric.

Their interest was con-

The next older group of children were

The scope of interest and awareness of the

oldest children extended to canton or nation.

These oldest

children also had a clear understanding of the relation of
the smaller units to the larger units; unlike the younger
at
children, they knew they could be both Genevan and Swiss

the same time.
conIn the same study, Piaget investigated children's

ceptuallzatlon of "foreigner."

The younger children understood
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foreigner in absolute terms:
were not.

others were foreigners; they

The older children recognized the relativity and

reciprocity of forelgn-ness.
In the 1951 study, Piaget applied two areas of his work
to soclocentrlsm, his original study of class Inclusion and
v

much more cursorily, his early Ideas about reciprocity.

He

concluded
The child’s discovery of his homeland
and understanding of other countries Is
a process of transition from egocentrlclty
to reciprocity... This gradual development is subject to constant setbacks,
usually through the re-emergence of egocentrlclty on a broader or sociocentric
plane.
(Piaget, 1951b, p. 578)

In retrospect, one can see an aspect of another Plagetian

study, first published In 1924-, as closely related to the

Idea of soclocentrlsm.

In this work, Judgement and Reasoning

in the Child (Piaget, 1972b), Piaget included a study of

"Growth of Relativity in Ideas and Notions."

The study it-

self Is comprised of three sections, one on "Brothers and

Sisters," a second on "Right and Left," the third on "Some

Definitions of the Ideas of Family and Country Given by Boys

Between
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and 10."

Although the study does recognize the

child's relating of home, canton and nation as a form of the
class inclusion problem, neither the objective dimension of
the process nor any of the broader social Implications of the

process are mentioned.

His conceptualization of class
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Inclusion Itself Is simplistic In comparison to his later

work (e.g., Piaget, 1969a).
The above articles are In no way sufficient to elaborate
a theory of desociocentering.

They do, however, Indicate the

link Piaget has ascertained between sociocentrism and egocentrism.

oth££

fie search

Relevant to Sogjopentrlsm

The Piaget 1951 study has inspired two closely related

studies, one in Australia and one in Scotland.

In general

their results confirm the original work of Piaget.

Unfor-

tunately, neither of them adds significantly to our under-

standing of soclocentrlsm.

There also appear to be methodo-

logical problems in both.

Through the auspices of the University of Melbourne,

Knoche and Goldlust conducted a study entitled "The Formation of the Concept of Homeland and Relations with Other
Countries, Compared with Stages of Development as Measured
by other Plagetian Tasks of Classification and Reciprocity"

(Knoche & Goldlust, 1966).

The authors used as a test of

children’s notions of their nation and city their ability or
Inability to draw an outline map.

They found their subjects

draw
could draw outline maps of Australia before they could

outline maps of their city.

Knoche and Goldlust concluded

the
that their subjects understood city and country in

reversed order of Piaget’s subjects.

They also noted that

before Piaget’s
their subjects had a firm notion of nation
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subjects.

This writer questions their assumption that

children who can draw an outline map of their country

necessarily have a firm notion of what ’’country" Is.
there a map In their classroom?

Was

Were they taught In school

to draw such basic maps?

Another problem of the Knoche and Goldlust study Is
their choice of subjects.

The Australians seek to compare

the Plagetlan results with their own results.

In the Genevan

study, with the exception of one or two children, all the

subjects were Swiss.

In the Australian study, most of the

children were Immigrants or the children of very recent
immigrants.

One cannot determine whether the Australians’

subjects' earlier understanding of the word "foreigner,"

later adoption of patriotic attitudes, or more Internationalist attitudes is due to the difference In subjects used or
is a refinement of the original study of Piaget.

Jahoda (1962, 1963 » 1964), working in Glasgow, Scotland,

conducted a series of studies, replicating aspects of the
Piaget soclocentrlsm research project.

Jahoda states in his

final article, "Piaget's stages proved Inapplicable, partly

owing to ambiguity of criteria and partly for substantive
reasons."

(Jahoda, 1964, p. 1081)

Piaget's soclocentrlsm study does lack the precision
and specification of research design as well as the numerical

report of results expected by many social scientists.

There

study of
is ambiguity and a general lack of tightness In the

soclocentrlsm, perhaps In part due to the fact that it was
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a first eiploratory study.

Jahoda also stated that the study was
Inapplicable

because of "substantive reasons."

From her examination

of his articles the writer Infers that
the substantive

reasons were Jahoda' s misunderstanding of class
inclusion,
the Piagetlan concept basic to the soclocentrlsm
experiment.

Jahoda wrote
Piaget treated this Relations of nationalities} in terms of logical part-whole
connections, claiming that children up
to about 10 or 11 had as yet no idea
that 'logical categories can be included
in another.
This is a most surprising
statement, as there is evidence that
children are able to comprehend hierarchlal class relations from a much earlier
age.
Thus Welch. .maintains that children
can learn from about 2k years that 'men*
and 'women' are all people.
'

.

(Jahoda, 1964, p. 1089)

The Piagetlan concept class inclusion involves the

coordination of whole and part contained within the whole.
Piaget has found that young children mentally destroy the

whole as they consider the part and lose track of the part
as they consider the whole.

In order to understand the

relation of part to whole, the child must be able to consider both part and whole simultaneously

.

The child cannot

understand their relation by means of considering part and

whole successively.

Piaget has found that children frequently

do not believe they can be members of two different groups

simultaneously, e.g., both Swiss and Genevan.
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Jahoda has failed to recognize the essential
distinction between successive consideration of
memberships
and

simultaneous consideration of memberships.

He gives examples

of statements his subjects made that he took
as evidence of

their understanding of class Inclusion.

In response to his

question "What are you?", one boy answered "I'm
a human being, a pedestrian."

a schoolboy,

Further questioning might

reveal that the child assumes he cannot be a boy, a
sohoolboy , and a pedestrian

a^t

the same

t

lme

.

an understanding

basic to class Inclusion.

Despite the problems of the Jahoda studies, the papers

citing the children's responses (Jahoda, 1962, 1963, 1964)
and the stages outlined by Jahoda are remarkably close to
the results and conclusions of Piaget.

Although the work of Kohlberg (e.g., 1964)

Is

to this study, the focus and concern of Kohlberg'

fundamentally different.

Kohlberg'

s

s

related

work Is

work and this writer's

work have been originally based on Plagetlan theory.

Both

studies are of social development in the broad sense of the
term.

However, Kohlberg and this writer are asking fundamentally

different questions.

Kohlberg asks what

Is

the nature of

Individuals' moral Judgement and moral reasoning; and, how

does their moral Judgement and moral reasoning change across

their development.

The writer asks what Is the relation and

understanding of Individuals vis-a-vis their own social group
and vis-a-vis other social groups; and, how does this relation
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and understanding change across development.
The writer has been unable to find other
works In

which the cognitive structures underlying
the developmental
transitions in lndlvldual/group relations are
explored.

Methodology and Procedure
The writer has categorized the Plagetlan research into

five forms of decenteringi

(a)

(b) subject/other decentering,

subject/object decentering,
(c)

state/state decentering,

(d) perspective/perspective decentering, and

decentering.

(e)

part/whole

These five forms will be utilized as a frame-

work for analysis of the research.
In the second chapter these five forms will be defined

and the interrelation delineated.

Research exemplifying

each of the forms will be analyzed in terms of structures

and processes from full centration to full decentratlon.

From an integration of the inferences about structure from
full sociocentrism to full desoolocentrism, a stage theory
of desociocentering will be deduced.

From the sets of infer-

ences about the processes of desoclocenterlng, the processes
of desoclocenterlng will be deduced.

In the discussion of

the theory, other research related to the Inferences will be

discussed.

Following the analysis of the Plagetlan research, the
forming of inferences, and the integration of Inferences into
the theory of desoclocenterlng, areas for subsequent research
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will be discussed.

Tentative educational Implications will

also be eaplored, particularly the implication
of the work
for the teaching about other cultures or for
other more

broadly defined programs that seek for improved
cross-group
communication.

Definition of Terms

Egocentrism Is herein defined as the initial centering
on oneself In whatever inter-relations one has with the

physical or inter-lndlvidual environment, due to a lack of

differentiation between
other subject,

(b)

(a) what belongs to the object or

what belongs to oneself as active subject

and (c) what is attributable to the action itself.

Egocentrism leads the individual to a view of the world
characterized by what Piaget has called "realism."

In

accordance with Piaget's usage of the term, realism is defined as the nonconscious assumption that one's perspective
is immediately objective and absolute (Piaget, 1951a» P« 241).

Realism, Piaget states, is the main obstacle to coordination
of viewpoints and inter-individual cooperation (Piaget, 1962).

Decentratlon is the opposite of egocentrism.
tion is the differentiation and coordination of

(a)

rightfully attributable to self as active subject,

Decentrawhat is
(b) what

is rightfully attributable to object or other person with

which one interacts and (c) what is rightfully attributable
to the action Itself, taken as the transformation of an
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initial state into a final one (Piaget, 1970b).

Decentering is the process from egooentrlsm to decentration.

It Is the gradual differentiation of what Is

attributable to self as active subject, what Is attributable
to the object, and what Is attributable to the action Itself;
it is a process of both differentiation and coordination.

An example involving egocentrism, decentration and
decentering would be children's understanding of directionality.

Initially children assume leftness or rightness as

absolute according to their own immediate perspective.
Young children fall to comprehend that an object left of them

may be simultaneously right of someone else or some other
object.

They see leftness or rightness as inherent in the

object itself.

Eventually children come to differentiate between themselves as occupying position and the objects as occupying
position.

They also come to differentiate changes in rela-

tive position due to their actions from changes due to move-

ments of the object itself, movements which they understand
can be canceled out by movements in the opposite direction.
This system of actions, each the reverse of the other, Piaget
has termed system of transformations.

Decentering is this

differentiating and then coordinating of subject, object, and
transformations.

Decentration is the coordination of subject,

object and transf ormations
each
Decentering is a process which takes place during
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of the periods of cognitive development
delineated by
Piaget:
(a) the sensorl-motor period,
(b) the pre-opera-

tlonal/concrete operational period and (c) the
formal operatlonal period. Piaget has found that the
problems, e.g.
/

'

spacial concepts or causality, are re-solved from
one period
to the next, on a higher level of cognitive
functioning.

This form of developmental "lag" across the various
levels
of cognitive functioning Piaget has termed

"

vertical "

decalage .
Piaget has Identified a second form of lag that operates
not across levels of cognitive functioning but within any
one level.

Horizontal decalage is the phenomenon in which

the child is able to perform only one of two tasks at the

same level of cognitive functioning.

Horizontal decalage

may be due to situational variables or simply the child's
lack of experience with a given problem.

Soclooentrlsm is defined as the initial centering on
one's group and its position and actions in whatever inter-

relations one may have with other groups.

The writer anti-

cipates that ethnocentrlsm, nationalism, rellgio-centrism,

and racism may each be understood as forms of sociocentrism.
A definition of ethnocentrlsm, framed by William Graham

Sumner in his classic work, Folkways

.

is remarkably close to

the meaning of sociocentrism as outlined above:

ethnocentrlsm is the technical name for
this view of things in which one's own
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group Is the center of everything,
all others are scaled or rated
with reference to It.

and.

(Sumner, 1940, p. 13

Desoclocentrlsm Is the Individual's differentiation
and coordination In the Inter-group sphere.

Desoplocenterlng

Is the process from soclocentrlsm to desoclocentrlsm.

The

more explicit formulation of soclocentrlsm, desoclocentrlsm
and desociocenterlng is the purpose of this work.
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CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OP PIAGET'S RESEARCH FOR THE FORMATION
OF INFERENCES
The Decentering Forms

According to Piaget, knowledge is constructed in the context of inter-action with the universe (Piaget,
197 5

) -

It is

within this context of inter-action that one may develop from
Initial subjectivity and realism to an objectivity.

velopment Piaget has termed decentering.

This de-

The writer discerns

five forms of decentering of varying levels of generality.

Every form of decentering involves the interaction of
some subject with some n.

The n with which a subject inter-

acts may or may not be another person.

The form of decenter-

ing in which the n is another individual has been termed

subject/other decentering.

The form in which the n is not

another individual has been termed subject/object decentering.
The reader will recall that decentering was described

above as the differentiation and coordination of what belongs
to object or other subject, what belongs to oneself as

active subject and what belongs to the action Itself taken
as the transf ormatlon of an initial state into a final one .

The writer has differentiated two additional forms of decentering on the basis of relation of states to subject.

In one

form one of the states coordinated does pertain to self;
the second state does not.

Perspective/perspective decenter-

ing is a principle example of this form and shall be the one
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analyzed In the study.

Subsequently this form shall be

referred to as perspectlve/perspeotlve deoenterlng.
other form neither state pertains to self.

In the

Coordination of

states of substances or volume are eiamples of this form.
This more general form shall be referred to as state/state

deoenterlng.
A distinct variation of the last form Is part/whole

decentering.

Parts/whole deoenterlng would be an unambi-

guous example of the state/state decentering.

Part/whole

decentering Is a closely related but distinct variant of the
previous form.

It Is Included because previous research

(Piaget, 1951b, Jahoda, 1964) has indicated that the form has

strong implications for the process of desociocenterlng.
These five forms of decentering will be analyzed below:
(a)

subject/object decentering, (b) subject/other deoenterlng,

(c)

state/state decentering,

(d)

perspective/perspective

decentering, and (e) part/whole decentering.
Sub.leot/Ob.lect Deoenterlng

Analysis o£ Plagetls

Bwa£gh

One of the areas exemplifying subject/object decentering
very young
Is the development of the "object concept" In the

child.

This problem, extensively studied by Piaget (e.g.,

1954, 1963), will be analyzed.

The structures from centra-

parallel
tion to deoentration will be delineated and their
forms in sociocentrism and desociocenterlng Inferred.
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Piaget's studies of Infant development
have been described as naturalistic and informal-experimental
(Glnsburg and
Opper, 1969 » p. 27).
His conclusions were formed from

extensive observations of the development of
his own children.
Although many Individuals have criticized Piaget's
choice of
subjects and the size of his sample, others conducting
more
orthodox studies to check his conclusions have, In large
part,

validated his results (e.g. Gouln-D^carle, 1965).
Piaget Identified six stages In the period of sensori-

motor development.

In each stage the relation between

subject and object changes.
Initially, the Infant's reactions are evoked only by the

Immediately present sensory events.
tion yet exists.

No form of differentia-

Piaget has borrowed Baldwin's term "adual-

lsm" to describe the universe of the young infant.

Funda-

mental to Plagetian theory is the principle that in spheres
in which one has not yet differentiated between self and not
self, the individual nonconsclously centers on self.

Piaget

has explained:
So long as each action forms a small
isolate whole, their sole common and
constant reference can only be the body
itself, so that there is an automatic
centering on It, although It is neither
voluntary nor conscious.
(Piaget, 1972c, p. 21)

In this first stage prior to any differentiation the centering on self is most complete.

This total centering on one

s
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self Piaget has termed "radical egocentrism" (Piaget,
1972c).

There Is no organization In the world of new-born; there
Is
no coherence.

Piaget describes a second stage in which Infants begin
to coordinate different perceptual schemes.

The Infant may

look towards a sound, thus coordinating the visual and hearing modalities.

Infants will now follow a moving object.

If

the object leaves their visual field they do not follow its

trajectory, but continue to stare at the spot in which they

last saw it.

As these infants do not actively search for

the object, Piaget infers they do not yet have the "object

concept.
In stage III, objects still only exist in relation to

actions the infants perform.

These infants can continue a

trajectory, even after an object disappears, but they cannot

explore other paths.
In stage IV the objects become differentiated from the
infants* actions.

These infants will initiate new actions to

search for an object.

The limitation of stage IV is that

they are as yet unable to deal with a sequence of movements.
In stage V infants are able to follow successive dis-

placements if they are all visible displacements.

Piaget

notes that these infants become interested in objects and

understand them as being centers of forces in their own right.
They also realize that the objects have properties of their
own.
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Finally In stage VI the Infants are able to follow a

number of displacements of which some are visible and some
invisible.

Then, Piaget explains, the child has acquired

the "object concept."

An integration process is discernable across these six
stages.

At first infants* worlds are characterized by a

total nondifferentiation.

pole

of experience.

They know no internal nor external

The actions of subjects are not differ-

entiated from the object.

The subject-as-object is not

differentiated from other objects.

The immediate phenomenal

sensory fields, uncoordinated among themselves, are the
universe of these infants.

Their world is the most primitive

form of realism.
Gradually these infants come to differentiate between
themselves as-active-subjects and the objects with which they
interact.

First they follow a trajectory of an object until

it leaves their visual field; then they continue to follow

the trajectory even If their vision of the object is inter-

an
rupted; finally they initiate new actions to search for
object.

The object is acquiring a greater and greater inde-

pendence from subject.
to
After these developments, the infants are able

Itself, first
coordinate a sequence of actions of the object

with both visible
if all displacements are visible, later
The object is now treated as

and invisible displacements.

self and one’s own
having an existence independent of one's
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actions; the object Is regarded as
being a locus of force
In and of Itself.
This recognition substantially changes
the
position of subject in the universe. Infants
no longer center
on themselves as the singular motionless
center of the world.
They now, on the level of action, recognize
themselves as
one object among many objects.
In the process there is a general development from non-

differentiation and consequent realism to differentiation
of active subject and object to coordination of subject and

object.

In this coordination, the object is understood as

having existence and actions fully independent of the subject;
the subject no longer views itself as the center of the

universe.

Inferences About besoclooenterlng
Based on SufrJeot/ O frJeot Decentering

Desociocentering is also a developmental process beginning with nondiff erentiatlon of subject and object, followed
by differentiation and finally coordination.

In the context

of desociocenterlng, the subject Is individual-as-group-

member and the object is another group.
The nondifferentiation of subject and object is manifested in the subjects*

initial assumptions of realism and

absolutism concerning its most immediate position and actions.
For example,

individuals

may regard governance by majority

rule as the natural form of governance, indeed the only form
of governance.

This is the form of governance they know
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personally; It does not occur to them that there Is any
other.
Next, individuals may come to differentiate their own

immediate actions

or orientation from the actions or

orientation of other groups.

They may come to differentiate,

for example, between governance by majority rule, governance
by oligarchy and governance by dictatorship.

Their recogni-

tion of these alternative forms is still tied to the actions
and position of their own group, i.e., they know these other
groups only through the viewpoint of their own group, still

regarded as the center of the universe.
Finally, as the infant came to recognize itself as one

object among many objects, so these individuals come to

recognize their group's position and action as one among
many.

As the infant came to understand itself as a dynamic

unit within a spaclo-temporal system, so these individuals

come to understand their own group as part of a space,

connected with other groups by a system of relations.
Sub.lect/Other Decentering

Analysis o£ Piaget's Research
Subject/other decentering is inter-individual decentering.

This form of decentering Involves a subject interacting

with another human being.

Piaget explicitly states (Piaget,

intra1971 » P« 360) that all of his conclusions about

individual logic also apply to inter-individual logic.

logic systems are one and the same.

The
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Piaget cites the work of Gouin-D^oarle (1965) as

research refining his sensorl-motor subject/objeot decentering studies.
Gouln-Decarie was primarily concerned with
the infant's formation of the distinction of subject from
other.

Using a more orthodox research design than Piaget's,

Gouin-D^carie obtained basically the same results as Piaget.
As this progression has been delineated above, it shall not
be repeated here.

Another area of Plagetian research involving subject/
other decentering is his work in moral development (Piaget,
1965b).

studies.

This research project consisted of a series of
In one he questioned and observed children as they

played traditional marble games to explore their understanding of the nature of the rules, the origin of rules, and

their attitude towards them.

In other studies he presented

the children with "moral dilemma" stories and asked the

children what the story character ought to do and their
rationalizations for the action.
Piaget concluded from the series of studies that there
are three distinct stages of moral development, each marked
by a different form of law or rule.

They are the stage of

the motor rule, the stage of the rule of coercion, and the

stage of the rational rule.
The earliest stage is the stage of motor rule.

The

youngest child does not attempt to adapt to social rules.
only source of law is preverbal motor intelligence.

The

The
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motor rule," Piaget explained, "Is... the result of a feeling
of repetition which arises out of rltuallzatlon of schemas

of motor adaptation."

(Piaget, 1965b, p. 8?)

The second stage Is characterized by the rule of coer-

cion and the Interrelated structure of "unilateral respect."
The children of this stage assume the moral code to be

Immediately and unambiguously known by means of the dictates
of authority figures.

unchangeable.

Rules are absolute and therefore

For example, in traditional games these children

consider it "unfair" to make up new rules even If all agree
to the changes.

This Is a morality characterized by unilateral

respect in the sense that It Is based on the unequal relation
of child as inferior being to adult as superior being.

The stage of rational rule with the interrelated struc-

ture of "mutual respect" Is the third and final stage that

Piaget describes in moral development.

No one, he claims,

ever reaches the stage in its pure or complete form.

It is

an ideal characterized by the reciprocity of two autonomous
human being 3

,

fully conscious of their selves, and able to

submit their selves to a law transcending their separate
points of view.

It is an ideal characterized by a law con-

structed by the two in their inter-action, but based on a
moral code behind moral codes.
In an essay written as a commentary on the United
(Piaget, 1973
Nations declaration of the right to education
relation of mutual
pp. 41-142), Piaget further described this
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respect.

He noted that there are two forms of autonomy, the

autonomy of the egocentric Individual and the autonomy of
the decentered personality.

The autonomy of the egocentric

results from the non-consclous centerlng-on-self •

This

autonomy inhibits relations of reciprocity and cooperation

with others.

The autonomy of the decentered personality

operates in a context of respect for the autonomy of the
other.

The decentered personality submits his or her auto-

nomy to a system of mutual norms.

Relations of reciprocity

are evoked by this fundamental respect for the autonomy of
the other.

This system of inter-individual reciprocity

involves a "mutual coordination of points of view and actions"
(Piaget, 1973, P- 117).
It should be emphasized that this coordination of persons

and this submlttance to an order transcending separate persons
does not entail a giving up of point of view or particularity;
it does not entail a union by means of homogeneity.

Piaget

has explained:

The morality of the autonomous conscience
does not tend to subject eaoh personality
to rules that have a common content; it
simply obliges individuals to 'place'
themselves in reciprocal relationship
with eaoh other without letting the laws
of perspective resultant upon this reciprocity destroy their individual points
(Piaget, 1965b, p. 397)
of view.
Two other themes of Piaget's moral development research

project need to be mentioned.

First, Piaget found again in
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this context of subject/other decentering that In the spheres
of which the children were unaware, they non-consclously

centered on themselves.

Fundamental to the ability to

differentiate and coordinate points of view with others Is
the Individual’s growing consciousness of self .

According

to Piaget, this consciousness of self Is a product of Inter-

action with others.
A second Interrelated theme is the relation of egocentrism

and exteriority.

Egocentrism, the reader will recall, Is due

to some lack of differentiation between self as active sub-

ject and the object or other person with which one Interacts.
In spheres of nondifferentiation the self Is unknown.

there Is no consciousness of self there Is realism.

Where

Realism

is the nonconscious assumption that that Immediately external

to oneself is fully and absolutely real.

Moral realism Is

the belief that the social dictates are Immediately known

and absolute, and that they are uneffected by such subjectivities as intent or social meaning.

The apparent focus on

the external pole Is a result of an unawareness of the Inter-

nal pole.

The Irony is that although egocentrics may believe

they directly know the external, because they are unaware of
any
the Internal they in fact focus on the Internal without

awareness they are doing so.

An example of this phenomenon is the children In the
stage of unilateral respect.

These children regard the word

of authority figures to embody the law.

Even when they
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assume they are obeying the code, they are frequently
transgressing It. As these children Inadvertently focus on
themselves, they frequently Ignore the law from the
external
source.

Piaget has spoken of the relation of egocentrism and
exteriority.

The writer Infers some form of lnterlorlty may

be associated with decentratlon.

Whereas exteriority Involved

a lack of awareness of self as pole of experience, lnterlorlty

would involve an explicit awareness of self as pole of awareness.

Whereas exteriority resulted In an Inadvertent foous-

lng on position and action of self, lnterlorlty would involve
the taking into account the position and action of self In

one’s knowing.

lnterlorlty would entail the explicit differ-

entiation of internal and external poles of experience, and
thus the possibility of knowing both in comparative objectivity.

Inferences About Desoclocenterlng
Based on 3ub.1ect/0ther Decentering
In the context of desociocentering the subject is

indlvidual-as-group-member and the other is a member of

another social group.
Initially the individuals fail to differentiate between

their position and actions as a member of group A and another’s

position and actions as a member of group

B.

They non-con-

sciously assume their Immediate orientation to be complete,
•fully objective and the only one possible.

This assumption

leads to problems in the sphere of Inter-individual communication.
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These Individuals work on the uneiamlned
premise that
members of other groups have the same orientation

that they

have.

On the developmentally earliest level,
Individuals

are not even aware that the others are members
of other

groups.

Prior to Individuals* discovery of their group as having

position and orientation, they experience the dictates of
their social group as absolute.

Their relation to their

social group Is isomorphic to the relation of young child to

authority figure.

They believe "right" and "wrong" to be

absolute and easily knowable through the moral code of their
soolal group as the child believed "right" and "wrong" to be

absolute and easily knowable through the dictates of authority
figures
This assumption that the moral code of one's group is

absolutely and singularly valid is an obstacle to communication across groups.

When these Individuals do realize that

members of other groups are not adhering to their own moral
code they are likely to regard them with condescension.

Associated with nondifferentiation and unilateral
respeot In this sphere of desoclocenterlng is a limited

awareness of group per se

,

one's own group or other groups.

As Individuals lnter-act over time with members of other

groups, they begin to form the Inter-group differentiation.
This Inter-group differentiation Is the genesis of both

awareness of own group and awareness of other group.
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Eventually Individuals may develop towards the desocio-

centerlng equivalent of mutual respect.

Then, In full con-

sciousness of own group position and actions and explicit

awareness of the position of the other, two Individuals of

different social groups may cooperate.

There Is no longer

the unl-dlrectlonallty of relation found during the stage

of uni-lateral respect and its desoclocenterlng equivalent.

In this relation there are two loci of social code, expli-

citly recognized and coordinated; there are two loci of
autonomy, explicitly recognized and subordinated to the

system of symmetrical relation of peers.
Decentering

a tate / State

Analysis of the Plagetlan Research
The

third

category of decentering to be considered here

is the coordination of separate states, referred to by Piaget

as the conservation problem.

Piaget has studied state/

state decentering principally in such content areas as
number, length, substance, volume and weight.

His work In

the context of substance will be analyzed here.

The water glass experiment is an example of a conserva-

tion of substance task.

The experimenter has three glasses,

two of equal dimensions, A and

A’'",

differing in both height and width.

and a third glass,

B,

The two identical

glasses are filled to the same level with water.

The experi-

same amount
menter first asks the subjects If there is the
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of water in the two glasses, A and A 1 .

The children all re-

cognized that there was the same amount of water in both
glasses.

The experimenter then pours the water from glass A 1

into glass B.

The subjects are then asked if there is now

the same amount of water in the two filled glasses.
his subjects deny the invariance.

Most of

These younger subjects

center on a single dimension, either height or width; they
note the discrepancy between the two glasses along that single

dimension and conclude the amount of water has been changed.
Piaget (1970) has recently outlined four steps of decen-

tering in the context of the conservation problem, "each of

which becomes more probable not a priori, but as a function
of the present situation or the one Immediately following it."

In an experiment designed to analyze another form of

substance conservation, Piaget began with two identical balls
of clay,

When questioned, his subjects asserted that there

was the same amount of clay in each of the two balls.

As

his subjects watched, Piaget pulled one of the balls of clay

into the shape of a sausage, both longer and skinnier than
the original ball and the ball remaining.

He then asked his

subjects if there was the same amount of clay in the ball
and the sausage.

Piaget has delineated his subjects* responses into four

•developmental stages.

During the first stage, children deny

the clay
the invariance; they center either on the length of

lumps or their width.

The consideration of length and the
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consideration of width are "independent occurrences."
However, the probability increases that the child will

come to notice the other dimension and center on this second

dimension Instead.

Piaget believes that this change may

come about as the child tires of repeating the same argu-

ment or if the "sausage" continues to lengthen and thus

accentuate both dimensions of difference between the two
clay lumps, i.e. the one is much longer and much skinnier

than the other.

Also during this second stage the probability

increases that the child will fluctuate between the two

dimensions, one moment centering on length, e.g. "No, that
one*s skinny!", the next moment centering on width, e.g. "No,
that one*s fat!".

Piaget has found that when the child does fluctuate

between the two dimensions, the probability increases of a

recognition of the correlation between the two changes.

The

child understands both that when the clay gets longer it also
gets thinner, and that when the clay gets shorter it also
gets fatter.

This move is a highly significant step; the

child here goes beyond the recognition of static configurations
to a recognition of the changes or "transformations" by

which the separate states are Joined.
Finally, after the child has recognized the correlation
increases
of the two dimensions of ohange, the probability

necessi ty
that he or she may realize that by virtue of logical
exactly compensate
the two transformations of width and length
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each other.

The child may come to recognize that long-thin

and short-fat are alternative forms having a basic Invariance
of substance even as they have a variance of configuration.

The above four stages the writer has analyzed as following a form of a) nondif f erentlatlon, b) differentiation,
c)

correspondence and d) coordination.

stage

I

Children of Piaget’s

considered either length or width.

One could argue

that these subjects centered on the difference most salient

and global to them and that they failed to recognize the

single dimension upon which they centered as one dimension

within a small set of dimensions.

In centering on the dimen-

sion most immediate to them, they failed to differentiate
the dimensions of difference.

Piaget's first stage could

also be considered a stage of nondifferentiation .
In Piaget's stage II, his subjects came to fluctuate

between the two dimensions of difference In the problem.
Thus one may infer that the children had made the differen-

tiation between the relevant dimensions.

Piaget's second

stage could be considered a stage of differentiation

.

In his stage III, Piaget noted that the subjects recog-

nized a correlation between the changes of the two dimensions.
This third stage the writer recognizes as one of the forms
of what Piaget has recently defined as "correspondence."
a recent address to the Jean Piaget Society

described various forms of correspondences.

(

1975

).

In

Piaget

The first form

he termed "correspondence without transformation.'

This form
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Involves a seeking of resemblances between states.

The second

form he delineated was empirically observed correspondences

within single states.

This form of correspondence Piaget

asserted eventually leads to recognition of transformation.
During stage III of this conservation problem, the

children have empirically observed the correspondence of the
two sets of changes:

when It gets skinnier, it gets longer;

when it gets fatter, it gets shorter.

This third stage may

be conceptualized as the stage of intra-configuration corre-

spondence.
In the fourth and final stage, the children understand

that thin-long and fat-short are necessarily reciprocally

equivalent.

They have come to coord lnate both directions of

the transformation and both the dimensions of change.

This

final step the writer has analyzed as the stage of coordination
In the analysis of state/state decentering the stages
of nondifferentiation, differentiation and coordination have

again been identified, lending support to the argument that
the sequence is a common underlying progression.

With the

benefit of some of the most recent Plagetlan research, a new
step, correspondence, has also been added to the progression.

Inferences About Desoclocenterlng
Based on State / State Decentering
In desoclocenterlng the states may refer to social

groups.
is

In the section above, the writer inferred that there

an initial period, perhaps the most rudimentary level of

.
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sociocentrism, in which individuals have no awareness of
group.

The equivalent of state/state decentering does not

begin until the individual recognizes difference of groups,
but fails to differentiate between dimensions of difference.
This conceptualization of other groups is remarkably

simplistic:

the individuals note one difference between

themselves and another group.

Individuals compare the other

social groups to their own group in a manner isomorphic to
the child’s comparison of the separate states of clay; the

comparisons are simple polarized dichotomies.
fat... The sausage is thin; We are

...

"The ball is

They are

."

These individuals who center on a single dimension of difference would conclude, as did Piaget’s subjects in his state/

state experiments that the "we" and the "they" are different
in an absolute sense.

These individuals may eventually come to recognize other

dimensions of difference.

They still fail to see any inter-

relation between the differences and thus continue to view
the difference between the "we" and "they" as absolute.
We are A; they are 3."

"We are X; they are Y.

Eventually, these individuals may recognize correspondences

between the differentials.
and A; they are Y and

B.

They may recognize that we are X
The construction of one’s own group

are now
and the other group is growing more complex as both

recognized as multi-dimensional.

For example, in differen-

individual may
tiating one's group from the Netsiliks, an
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have first formed the comparison, "They wear lots of clothing
...

We wear light clothing."

The Individual may have subse-

quently made the comparison, "Their climate
cold... Our climate is temperate."

is

extraordinarily

This Individual would next

note the concurrence of lots of olothing with cold climate In
the other group and the concurrence of light clothing and

temperate climate in his or her own group.

Whereas the differ-

entials in clothing and climate were previously considered

Independently of each other, now the individual recognizes
the Intra-group correspondence of the pairs of attributes.
A final stage Is inferred In which the pairs of attributes

are coordinated and their logical relation understood.

The

Individual recognizes that heavy clothing Is to cold climate as
light clothing is to temperate climate.

That which is con-

probably not explicitly recognized.

served, body heat, is

Perspeotlve/Perspectlve Decentering

Analysis of Piaget’s Research
The phenomenon of vertical de^alage is evident in

Piaget’s research of perspective decentering.

The coordina-

with
tion of perspectives takes place on the level of action

single objects during the sensorimotor period.

The coordina-

level
tion of perspective takes place on the operational

operations
with a complex of objects during the concrete

period.

Piaget

(

1967

)

has identified the same basic stages

across deoentering on each level:
(b)

(a)

egocentrio realism,

dimensions of
differentiation of planes of depth or
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directionality, (c) Isolated reversible actions,
relational coordination*

(d

)

full

He has studied the stages both on

the level of action (Piaget, 1954) and on the level of

concrete operations (Piaget, 1967

).

As the sensorimotor child has no concept of collective

social group (Piaget, 1965b) and the content of desoolocen-

terlng is social group, perspective/perspective research
selected for analysis In this study is from the conorete

operational level.
Piaget's principal study of perspeotlve/perspectlve

deoentering was his mountains experiment (Piaget, 1967).

A

pasteboard model of three mountains was made for the study.
The shortest mountain was green and had a house on Its summit.

The next mountain In height was brown and had a red oross on
the top.

The tallest mountain was grey and tipped by white

representing snow.
Is

The relative position of the mountains

Indicated by Figure

1

on the following page.

A collection of ten plotures depicting the mountains

as seen from different viewpoints was painted to correspond

with the colors of the mountains in the model.

Three pieces

of cardboard are shaped and painted to correspond with the

mountains.

There Is also a small doll.

Piaget's subjects ranged from age 4 to age 12.

were each presented with three tasks.
the oardboard pieces

.

They

The first involved

His subjects each began seated on the
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Figure 1*

Model of the mountains

C

(Piaget, 1967, p. 211)
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side of the model labeled A In the
preceding figure. They «ere
each given the cardboard pieces and asked
to make a picture
with the pieces of what they saw. Then the
doll was placed
at C and his subjects were asked to make
a picture of what
the doll saw.
The doll was subsequently moved to position
n and D to test the subjects two more times.

In the second task, his subjects were asked to select

from the set of ten pictures the one that best portrayed
the view of the doll, which was again placed at positions

different than the subjects.
In the third and final task, the children were given a

picture and asked to place the doll where it would have to
be to see what was in the picture.

Piaget identified three stages in the children’s responses to the problem and two substages in each of the last
two stages (see figure 2).

During stage

I

Piaget reported

that the tasks were meaningless to the children.

During stage IIA, although when they were questioned,
the subjects said that the view of the mountains from other

sides would be different, they nonetheless egocentrlcally

assimilated the other views to their own.

When asked to

construct the view of the doll with the cardboard pieces, they

reproduced their own view.

When asked to choose the picture

representing the view of the doll, they chose a picture
representing their own view.

In the third task, when asked

to place the doll according to the picture, they placed the
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doll either according to their own position or In the middle
of the group of mountains.

These children of stage ILA have not functionally

differentiated between position of observer and what Is
viewed.

They speak of change of position as making a differ-

ence, but are unable to begin to Infer what effect the change

has on what is seen.
The children in stage IIB do make some adjustments In

an attempt to account for changes of vantage point.

They do

realize left-right or behind-bef ore adjustments need to be
made, i.e. they have made the crucial differentiation of

dimensions of difference.

But no singular adjustment can

account for the change of observer’s position and the Isolated

adjustments they do make are based on fallacious understanding
of the transformations.

When presented with the first task, some stage IIB

children reproduce their own view with the cardboard pieces
and then rotate each piece towards the doll; others reproduce
their view and then move the arrangement en masse towards
the doll.
In task two, most stage IIB subjects center on one

dominant feature In the mountain model, and attempt to correct

viewpoint on the basis of this feature.

They choose a pic-

relationship
ture which they think represents the correct
of this dominant
between the doll’s vantage point and the view

feature.

select a
lmny of these subjects inadvertently
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picture In which their own vantage point of the
mountain

is

maintained; l.e., they slip again into an egocentric
assimilation.
The children of stage IIB attempt to solve task three

again by focusing on a dominant feature in the picture, and
trying to place the doll where it would have this view of
the dominant feature.

As in task two, the children frequently

placed the doll according to their own position relative to
the dominant feature.

Stage IIB children are making adjustments for changes
in vantage points.
is faulty.

Their method for making the adjustment

They assume the mountains to be a solid block.

They believe that by correcting for the position of a dominant
feature along one dimension of relativity, left-right 0£

behind-before

,

they have solved the problem.

These subjects

have not yet differentiated the two dimensions of relativity.

Even in their attempts to adjust viewpoint along the

dimension of relativity most salient to them, these subjects
usually fail.

They fall because they tend to assimilate the

relation of dominant feature/position of doll to the relation
of dominant feature/position of self.

Stage IIIA subjects achieve what Piaget has termed

"genuine but incomplete relativity."

They have come to recog-

nize the changes in internal relations of the mountain model

correspond with changes in position.

They are able to

dimensions
accurately coordinate the changes along one of the
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of relativity

,

either left-right or behlnd-bef ore.

In task one, the children of stage IIIa place the

cardboard pieces In right-left or behlnd-bef ore relationship

seen by the doll.

In task two, the subjects choose a picture

which accurately represents one of the relativity dimensions
of the doll's view.

In task three,

the subjects place the

doll according to either the left-right relations or behlnd-

before relations in the picture they are given.
Stage III is a large advance beyond stage IIB.

For the

first time, the subjects recognize that as position of

observer changes so do the Internal relations within the set
of objects change.

Also for the first time, the subjects

accurately Infer changes in relative change, along one or
the other dimension of relativity.

Stage Ills is the final stage.

The children are able

to solve each of the tasks accurately and fully.

They have

achieved genuine and complete relativity on this level of
the problem of perspective.

These children have differentiated each of the dimensions
both.
of relativity and have operationally coordinated them

These children understand a polnt-by-point

arid

change-by-

view.
change correspondence between all of the points of
of relations Is
The product of this fully coordinated system

projective space.
spective

A state of that projective space is "per-

.

known in
A perspective, Piaget emphasizes, cannot be
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isolation.

A perspective is only recognized as
"perspective"

and objectively understood when it is known as
a part of a

coordinated system of relations.

Piaget wrote:

Not only is he [the child} quite unaware
that he possesses a viewpoint distinct
from those of other observers, but, and
this is the essential point, his own
viewpoint - which he elevates to a kind
of false absolute - is really nothing
like a perspective representation; it
is simply a wrongly centered or egocentric notion.
(Piaget, 196?, p. 243)

Inferences About Desoclocenterlng
Based on Perspective/Perspective Decentering

Desociocentering is in part a process of differentiation and coordination of perspectives.

The same stages and

processes identified by Piaget in the context of spaclal

decentering may also be in the context of desoclocenterlng.
In stage IIA, the first stage reported by Piaget, the

children consistently assimilated other viewpoints to their
own.

They assimilated other viewpoints to their own even

though they stated that the view would change if the position
of the observer changed.
A step in desoclocenterlng is Inferred on the basis of

IIA:

Individuals may believe that other social groups have

a different social orientation or life-perspective than they

have.

These same individuals may be unable to conceive of a

social orientation or life-perspective different than their
own.

As the children in each of Piaget's stages were com-

pletely satisfied with their responses, so these individuals
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might be convinced they did understand the life-perspective
of other social groups where, in fact, they are merely

assimilating the perspective of other groups to their own
immediate perspective.
A seoond step in desociocenterlng is inferred from

stage IIBi

Individuals may come to recognize ways in which

their social perspective differs from other groups'.

Initi-

ally, they will center on a single difference and attempt by

means of this difference to understand the view of the other
group.

Their solution is still over-simplistic, as the group

is a complei entity,

involving many more relevant dimensions

of relativity than were present in the mountain problem.

These Individuals may even fall to understand this single

dimension

from the viewpoint of the other group.

A third step in desociocenterlng is Inferred from

stage IIIA.

Now individuals are beginning to appreciate

that social group perspective is not a unl-dimenslonal

homogeneous block.

These individuals notice several dimen-

sions of difference between their own social perspective and
the perspective of other groups.

They also recognize that

as
change of orientation, l.e. the orientation of one group

opposed to another, effects not just one or two aspects in
as
perspective, but effects each aspect of the perspective

it is a relational system.
to
As the subjects of Piaget's stage IIIA were able

coordinate singular dimensions of relativity, so these
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individuals of the parallel step in desoclocentering recognize Isolated areas of reciprocity between groups.

Although

they do not yet understand the "functional equivalence" of

social group £er

se.,

they do recognize singular dimensions

of reciprocity.
A fourth stage of desoclocentering is based on Piaget's

stage IIIB.

Individuals on this step recognize the inter-

relatedness of social perspectives.

Although they may find

personal structure and patterns of shared life in their group

perspective

,

these individuals no longer understand their

group perspective as absolute, but as one social perspective

among many.

They also appreciate a level of Integration and

cohesiveness beyond the level of group perspective.

In

the coordination of group perspectives, they have come to

understand universals.

These unlversals they have come to

understand as functioning across a unit more Inclusive
than their own social group.
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Part/ Whole becenterlng

Analysis o£ Piaget

1

s

Research

Part/whole decentration Involves the coordination of
part and whole; It Involves the ability to simultaneously

consider the division of the whole Into the subdivisions

and the union of the subdivisions Into the whole, and thus
understand their Inter-relation.
During two periods of his work, Piaget has conducted

research focusing on the development of this form of decentration.

In the 1920*

s

and 1930's he first studied part/whole

decentering, using exclusively a verbal approach.

Piaget's

study of children's definitions of country, canton and town
(Piaget, 1972b) exemplify the methodological approach of his

earlier work.

In this work, first published In 1928, Piaget

relies completely on his subjects' verbal responses to his

questions.
For example, In response to his question, "Are you

Swiss?” many children answered, "No,

I

am Genevan.”

Other

children denied they were Genevan and asserted they were
Swiss.

When asked If anyone could be both Swiss and Genevan,

Piaget reported that three-fourths of his subjects up to
ten years of age denied the possibility.

Piaget concluded from this study that the children's

responses had nothing to do with patriotism; they simply
did not understand the relation of nation and city, the

relation of a whole and a part included within that whole.
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Piaget's 1950’s studies (Piaget, 1969a) went well

beyond his earlier studies.

He developed a research design

to avoid a singular reliance on verbal
responses and developed

a mathematical language to express the actions
of the child.

He also conceptualized processes and structures he had not

noticed in his earlier work.
In his part/whole studies Piaget now utilized concrete

objects, such as beads, geometric shapes, picture cards of
flowers, animals or people.

In one experiment exploring the

class inclusion problem (Piaget, 1969a) his subjects were

given twenty pictures including four of colored objects and
sixteen of flowers.

Eight of the flowers were primulas;

four of the primulas were yellow.
In the experiment, the children had three sorts of
tasks.

In the first,

"spontaneous classification," each

child was asked to put together the things that belonged
together.

To further reduce reliance on the verbal, Piaget

replicated this task with other subjects, beginning instead
by classifying pieces himself and asking the child to do the

The results were essentially the same.

same.

'
,i

The second task Piaget termed "general questions on

inclusion."

Piaget asked his subjects questions such as:

"If you make a bouquet out of all the Cprlmulas} will you

use these... Uthe blue primulas}?"

The third task involved "questions bearing on quantifi-

cation of inclusion," e.g., "Are there more.

.

Cprimulas] or
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more.

. .

CflowersJ?” or "If you take all the .

Will there be any .

. .

. .

Cprlmulas3,

[flowersl left?"

Piaget divided the subjects' responses into three
stages*

In the first stage, children have no consistent

for the placing of elements, but consider each step

successively.

Sometimes these children form "partial alignments."

Within a partial alignment relations of similarities may be
analyzed, but no one rule of similarity is used consistently

and across some changes no dimension of similarity exists.
For example, a red square may be followed by a blue square,

followed by a blue triangle, followed by a yellow circle.
Other times these stage

I

children form "complex objects."

They place objects, not on the basis of similarity and difference, but on the basis of how the element fits into an

emerging picture.

For example, the child picks up a blue

triangle and places it on a yellow square because the triangle

will be the roof of the house.
Both partial alignments and complex objects are examples
of graphic collections.

In both forms of responses the

establishment of relations is successive.
sight; there is no anticipation.

There is no hind-

In both forms of responses,

the children do not have a defining property of similarity

and difference which they utilize consistently in the placement of pieces.
In stage II, the children do consistently follow a
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single plan of classification In the
placement of all of the
objects.
Sometimes the children would put all of
the object
cards together and all of the flower
cards together.
They
might further divide the flower cards
Into primulas
or non-

primulas.

This approach of beginning with the whole and

dividing and subdividing It, Piaget has termed the
"descending method."

approach:

Sometimes the subjects used the opposite

They constructed small groups, grouped the small

groups Into subcollectlons
into the whole.

,

and the subcollections together

This approach to the problem, Piaget has

termed the "ascending method."

Some subjects first used the

ascending method; others first used the descending method.
During stage II all of the subjects came to vacillate between
the two.

Using either approach these children have developed
what Piaget has called the "intension" of a class.

Inten-

sion he defines as "the set of properties common to the
members of that class, together with the set of differences

which distinguish them from another
p.

7).

class/’

(Piaget, 1969a,

These children have correctly formed the "extension"

of a class.

"The extension of a class is the set of members

or individuals comprising that class (as defined by its in-

tension) " (Piaget , 1969a, p. 8).

For stage II children,

"intension" defines "extension;” i.e., the property defining

similarity and difference governs the placement of each and
every element.
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However, one major limitation remains in their under-

standing of the classification problem.

Stage II children

who divide the whole, B, into its subdivisions, a + A 1
do not thereby realize that A+A =B.
X

Stage II children who

join subcollections A and A 1 into the whole,

realize

that B = A+A^.

whole into its parts

,

B,

do not thereby

Although they are able to divide the
and vice-versa, they are as yet unable

to consider the two actions simultaneously.

Consequently

they fail to understand the relation of part to whole.

Piaget concludes this from their inability to deal with the

general questions of quantification and the questions concerning inclusion.

When asked to consider a part

(A)

with the

whole (B), they respond by comparing the part

(A)

with its

other part

(A"^).

Piaget explains that these children center

either on the part and in so doing mentally destroy the

whole or center on the whole and lose track of the part.
It is not until stage III that children understand the

relation of part to whole.

During this stage they have

decentered relative to this problem.

They no longer center

on either parts or whole; they no longer center on the

descending process or the ascending process.
Stage III children understand the reciprocity of the

ascending process and the descending process.

They under-

stand the ascending process and the descending process as a

system of transformations.

Each is the inverse of the other;

each action may be negated by the other action.

In the
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context of these transformations, the stage III subjects

understand the relation of parts to whole.

These subjects

have mastered "class-inclusion" relative to the level of

problem presented
In a series of studies Interrelated to his class In-

clusion work (Piaget, 1969a, pp. 119-150), Piaget researched
the development of the child

1

s

understanding of complementary

class, the class "which may be combined with any given class,
A,

D."

B or C, to yield the next higher ranking class, B, C, or

(Piaget, 1969a, p. 119)
In one of his experiments he utilized some of the

objects used in the class inclusion experiment described

above:

8

primulas including four yellows and four of other

colors; one each of four other kinds of flowers.

In varia-

tions of the experiment he used fruit, vegetables and coats-

of-arms.

His subjects ranged from age five to age ten.

The subjects were presented with several tasks.

First,

they were asked to divide the objects into two classes:
"Would you make two piles by putting together the ones that

belong together?"

(Piaget, 1969a, p. 131

added or took away some of the elements.

)•

Piaget subsequently

Then children were

asked where the new elements belonged or if they should change
the categories because of the now-missing elements.

Piaget

also asked his subjects how he should "label" their piles
and how he might label the whole collection.

In his subjects’

corresponding
responses, Piaget discerned three distinct stages,
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to the three stages in the class Inclusion problem.

During stage

the children resisted making the di-

I,

chotomy of two piles.

As did the children in stage

I

of

class inclusion, these children had no rule of classification.

Instead, they constructed either a graphic collection

or small sets of objects in Juxtaposition to each other.

The writer has divided Piaget’s stage II responses into

substages IIA and IIB.

In substage IIA, the children did

not define the second olass by referring to the first.

The

class not-A was understood as comprised of any element not

having the attribute a, the property which defined olass A.
These subjects did not think of A and A

relation to B.

1

in terms of their

They discerned one class, e.g. "primulas" or

"red fruit," and grouped the remaining objects together under

such rubrics as "all the rest" or "has more yellow ones."
The definition of the second group was not framed in terms

related to the property defining the first group.

These

subjects were frequently unable to label the whole collection,
i.e.

unable to think of a larger generic class which includes

the two smaller classes.
In substage IIB the subjects did define the second class

by reference to the first class.

They also consistently were

able to reoognize a olass which included the two smaller
glasses*

For example, one child formed the classes

and "the others."

primulas

He recognized that they together formed a

collection of flowers.
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There are several significant limitations In stage
IIB
thinking. When an additional element is presented
which is
of a variety not previously within either of the
classes,

the children frequently insisted they needed to start a
third

pile.

A

snowdrop could not be added to "the others" because

the others contained no snowdrops.

"Otherness" apparently

is initially settled and thereafter understood as absolute.

Piaget also notes that in considering the parts, these subjects still lost track of the whole.

During the final stage, stage III, "others" are defined
in relation to the whole.

These subjects define complementary

class by means of class inclusion.

They can name the whole

formed by the two classes, and understand that the property
b,

which defines the whole is common to both the subclasses

they may form.

They form subclass A according to some

attribute a^, and form its complementary class according to
the negation of that attribute, a 2 «

The complementary class

takes on the precise meaning B-A.

Piaget notes that this problem of complementary classes
is solved at an earlier age when the child has a previous

familiarity with the elements used.

He cites as evidence his

repetition of this same experiment, using Instead vegetables
and coats-of-arms (Piaget, 1969a, p. 136). The latter problem

was solved at a later age.
Across these three stages, the writer analyzes, the

children^ understanding of "otherness" qualitatively changes.
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At first the child is not thinking in terms of
classes.

Elements are related in successive pairs only.

In the con-

text of each of those pairs, we as outside observers
can

frequently see a dimension of similarity, but the child has
not yet defined consistent dimensions of difference or
simi-

larity, of other-ness or commonality.
In stage IIA, all those elements which do not fit into

the original class constructed are the "others."
is not defined in terms of the whole and

the first olass formed.

"Others"

its relation to

Others is all left-overs from the

primary class.
Stage IIB is a period of transition.

At times the

subjects think in terms of the whole; they recognize the

attribute of the whole.
operational.

But their thinking is still pre-

As they are not yet able to think of the part

as they think of shared whole, the parts are still understood
as absolutely different.

Other is still absolutely other.

During stage III, a fundamentally new relationship

is

understood between subclass A, the first class formed, and
subclass A

1
,

the complementary class or "others."

"Others"

is no longer understood exclusively in terms of the first

class A, but in terms of the first class and the whole.

Reciprocally, the first class is also now understood in terms
of the complementary class A^ and the whole.

"Others" is no

longer understood as meaning absolute difference.

The com-

plementary class is different than the first class in that
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the complementary class Is defined by the attribute a
2 and

the first class Is defined by the attribute

a^

However,

the complementary class and the first class are similar In

that both share the more generic attribute b.
In part/whole decentering, the writer Infers a pattern
of nondifferentiation, differentiation, correspondence and

coordination.

Initially the subjects have no consistent rule for

placing the elements.

These youngest subjects have not yet

differentiated either part, A or

1

A

from the whole, B.

,

This

is the form of nondifferentiation In part/whole deoentering.

Differentiation may be a two-step process.
subjects may differentiate between A and A
they may differentiate between A + A

1

1
.

and B.

First, the

Subsequently
Even after

this second differentiation, they do not have an understanding of the relation of part to whole because they are unable
to consider them simultaneously.

Thirdly, the subjects recognize that they can combine
A with A

1

and form B; they realize they can subdivide B and

1
form A and A .

They realize that the ascending method corre1

sponds

with the descending method, as A and A

corresponds

with B.
Finally the subjects recognize that not only do the
the
two actions correspond with each other, each action is

reciprocal of the other.

These children understand the two

the
actions as forming a system of transformations in which

elements themselves are conserved.
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The writer predicts that an age-lag in these stages

would be found when additional levels of olassif ioation
were involved, i.e. where

C,

B and B

1

needed to be considered.

This added difficulty would be an example of horizontal

decalage.

Inferences About Desocloc enter IncBased on Part/Whole Deoenterlng
Based on the above analysis, the writer infers four
steps of desociocenterlng involving the relation of part to
whole.
Initially, children do not think in terms of classes

and subclasses.

When grouping elements they do not follow

any rule of similarity and dissimilarity, but consider each

element separately.

So in the context of desociocenterlng

children do not initially think in terms of classes and subclasses.

Their world is an inter-individual world, not a

social world.
Next, children come to form two classes, a class per-

taining to themselves, e.g., their group or their territory,
and a class pertaining to everyone else.

The second group

has no defining attributes beyond the attribute not-us.

No

level of categorization is understood which includes both of
the classes.

Consequently the two classes are conceived as

being different in an absolute sense.

During the next step, Individuals are aware, successively,
with different degrees
of different levels of categorizations
of inclusiveness.

A child may realize she is an American;
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she may also realize she Is a human being.

Nevertheless,

as she is unable to consider the two levels of categorization

simultaneously, she denies she can be both an American and
a human being at the same time.

She fails to comprehend that

a level of commonality may be shared by persons of different

social group.

Although she may periodically recognize a

basis for commonality with other peoples, when she does so
she loses track of differences.

She cannot consider her

group as both similar and different from other groups.
In a final step of the part/whole decentering cycle,

individuals recognize the relativity of other-ness.

They

recognize that another may be different on the level of a,
the attribute upon which A and A

1

are differentiated, and

yet be the same when considered on the level of b, the

attribute upon which B and

are differentiated.

These

individuals understand they can simultaneously be both

similar and different from other groups.

They also under-

stand they can simultaneously be members of several different
groups of varying levels of Inclusiveness.
Piaget found that when the elements to be classified

were relatively unfamiliar to the child, part/whole decentering was delayed.

The units of social territory and social

fruit or
group will be much less familiar than the units of

vegetables.

Thus the problem of part/whole desoclooentering

than
may be a much more difficult process, developmental^,

part/whole de-ego-centering.
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In his study of part/whole deoenterlng, Piaget noted that

classes were formed by means of two Inverse orooesses:

ascending method and the descending method.

the

In desoolooen-

terlng also the various levels of olasses may be reaohed by

either process.

The writer predicts that the ascending method

will be found to predominate In the formation of the soolo-

centrlsm units.

As decentering Is a process of geometric

expansion, a process that moves from the Immediate and com-

paratively limited to the more Inclusive, so Is the process
of desoolooenterlng a movement towards the Inclusion of the

less Immediate.

Here lmmediaoy Is a psychological dimension

of close to remote which may or may not correspond with a

physical dimension of close to remote.
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CHAPTER III

STRUCTURES IN DESOCIOCENTERING:

THE STAGES

Introduction
In Chapter II four steps were recognized as basic to
the process of decentering:
(b) differentiation,

tion.

(c)

(a)

nondifferentiation,

correspondence, and (d) coordina-

The writer Infers that In the sphere of desoclocen-

terlng there Is a progression of Isomorphic structures In
the same sequence.

The sequential structures have been

conceptualized Into a stage theory.
The first stage, the stage of nondifferentiation, has

been termed naive soolooentrlsm

Simplistic differentiation

.

of one* s group from disparate others Is the stage of differ-

entiation.

This second stage Is followed by the desoolo -

centerlng stage of correspondence

.

Reciprocity of social

groups Is the stage of coordination.
A fifth stage, desoclocentrlsm on the metaphysical

plane , has been added to the progression.

Piaget (1965b,

1969b) has noted that reflection upon one*s own thinking Is
a developmentally sophistocated process; In this process is

the possibility that Individuals may in some form come to

understand the mechanisms of their own thinking.

Awareness

of the form of one’s thought processes is a relatively late

development, necessarily succeeding one’s ability to function
on a level without explicit awareness.

This fifth stage
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entails the explicit recognition of the forms and functioning in the transition from subjectivity to fuller objectivity

and the subjectivity inherent in any objectivity within this

macro-social sphere of desociocentering.
As is necessary for a developmental stage theory, the

order of these stages is Invariant; each stage is a direct

outgrowth of the preceding stage; there are clear, identifiable continua of development aoross the stages.

The

stages of desociocentering also meet the additional criteria

Kohlberg (1972) has delineated for a cognitive stage theory:
(a) each stage represents a structural whole;

(b)

the stages

together form an order of Increasingly differentiated and
integrated structures that fulfill a common function.

The

manner in which the theory of desociocentering meets each of
these criteria will be developed in this chapter and the

following chapter.
The writer Infers that as in de-ego-centerlng there is
a vertical decalage, so in desociocentering there is a

vertical decalage.

Desociocentering takes place on the pre-

operat ional/concrete operational level and again on the
formal operational level.

Throughout the chapter the writer

will refer to an algebraic representation of desociocentering on both the concrete operational level and the formal

operational level (figures

3

and 4).

One example of desociocentering across the stages

distinctions in
(figure 5) will be utilized to clarify the
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Figure 3:

I.

II*

Algebraic representation of the d esoclocenterlng
stages on the concrete operational level

Naive soclocentrlsm

Simplistic differentiation of disparate groups
Differentiation by negation
a ^ not-a

A.

a ^ not-a
b ^ not-b
B.

Differentiation with both attributes defined
positively
a / e
a ^ c

b / d
III.

Desociocentering stage of correspondence
Intra-group correspondence
Inter-group correspondence
e

e

ab
cd

IV.

Reciprocity of social groups
1
a-^-b
ab

6?

Figure 4:

I.

Algebraic representation of desoclocenterlng on
the formal operational level

Naive sociocentrism

Simplistic differentiation of disparate groups
Differentiation by negation
Singular differentiation
a 4 not-a

A.

Multiple differentiations

a 4 not-a
b 4 not-b
c 4 not-c
d ^

B.

Multiple differentiations

III.

not-d

Differentiation - both attributes defined
positively
Singular differentiation
a 4 e
a ± e
b 4 f
c 4 g
d f h

Desoclocenterlng stage of correspondence
Intra-group correspondence
Inter-group correspondence
i

abed

i

efgh
IV.

Reciprocity of social groups
Partial reciprocity of social groups
A.
a^-fghi
abedi
of social groups
reciprocity
Complete
B.
•
a^b^c^d^abed ...
•

•
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Figure 5:

I.

II.

Examples of desoclocenterlng across the stages
on the formal operational level

Naive sociocentrism
Those people are strange... They act very badly...
They say weird things.

Simplistic differentiation of disparate groups
Differentiation by negation
Singular
("Those people welcome deathl
Differentiation
do not welcome death.

A.

Multiple
Differentiations

’These people welcome deathl

We do not welcome death.
You would have to be
crazy to welcome death.
'They talk of old age as the
high point of life. They
talk as if they look forward to it.
We do not look forward to
There’s no
old age.
reason to.

They believe In relncarnatlonl
We do not believe in reOur group
incarnation.
knows the idea of reincarnation is crazy.

They believe in sociallsml
We certainly don’t believe
Socialism
in socialism.
is awful.

Differentiation with both attributes defined
positively
Singular
They seem to welcome death.
Differentiation
We fear death.
with positive
attributes

a

not-a
a

not-a

not-b

d

not-d

e

not-e

B.

Multiple
Differentiation
with positive
attributes

They seem to welcome death.
We fear death.

a
f

e
^
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Figure

5

(oontinued

Multiple
Differentiation
with positive
attributes (cont.)

They talk of old age as the
high point of life.
We regard youth as the high
point of life.

b

'They believe in reincarnation.
We believe in no life after

d

(

&

h

death.

They believe in socialism.
(We believe in Christianity.
III.

i

Desoclocentering stage of correspondence
Intra-group correspondence
welcoming death
a
speaking of old age as a good
b
time of life
belief in reincarnation
belief in socialism

c

f

d

Inter-group correspondence
('They have a government.
(.We have a government.
IV.

e

J
J

Reciprocity of social groups
A. Partial reciprocity of social groups
Reciprocity subform 1
youth-oriented culture
fear of death
elder-oriented culture
death meaning
new and greater beginning
:

:

OR

Reciprocity subform 2
Governmental forms
Socialism
B.

Democracy

Complete reciprocity of social groups*
youth-oriented culture
fear of death
elder-oriented culture
meaning
death
new and greater beginning
:

:

(cont.

Ideal
—AnIn stage

form never fully realized.
IVB, all inter-group differences are recogeach
nized and coordinated into subsystems within
to
coordinated
These subsystems are
perspective.
In
system
a
form the separate perspectives, each
new
These systems are coordinated to form a
self*
superordinate system.

Figure

5

(continued)

Governmental forms
Socialism

Democracy
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the developmental progression.
of formal operations.

This example Is on the level

Additional examples of desoclocenter-

ing, from both the concrete and formal operational levels,

will be drawn from related research.
Stage

Naive Soolocentrlsm

Naive soolocentrlsm Is the nondlf f erentiatlon stage of

desociocenterlng.

During naive soolocentrlsm there Is a

fundamental nondifferentiation between one’s own group and
other groups.

The sphere of the nondifferentiation changes

from one cycle of desociocenterlng to the next.
A naive soclocentrlc who has differentiated between

groups on the level of territories or groups of peoples
but has not differentiated between groups on the level of

belief systems might comment:
Those people are strangel They act
They say weird things.
very badly.
that
A naive soclocentrlc on this level has no understanding

other groups are acting from different value premises.
In the algebraic representation of the stages, this

first stage has been left blank.

In no form is the naive

soclocentrlc cognizant of the sphere of the new cycle of
desociocenterlng.

The individual is In no way cognizant of

to this sphere.
his or her group or other groups relative

infers
From the analysis In chapter two, the writer
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that the underlying structure of this stage Is nondifferen-

tiation between the position and actions of one’s group and
the position and actions of other groups.

This nondifferen-

tiation may also be manifested in (a) nondifferentiation

between one’s position and actions as a member of group

A

and another person’s position and actions who is a member
of group A 1

,

(b)

nondifferentiation of physical laws from

social laws, or (c) nondifferentiation of one's group A

from more generic groups or social orientations,

B.

In desociocenterlng as in deoenterlng, nondiff erentla-

tion leads to a centering on our own immediate position or

orientation.

In spheres in which individuals are not cogni-

zant of themselves as a pole of experience, they center on
that aspect of the sphere pertaining to them.

Naive socio-

centrics who have not differentiated between their own group

and other groups, tend to focus on the position of their
group.
If the nondifferentiation is on the relatively concrete

level of groups of people and their territories, the naive

soclocentric nonsonsciously assumes that his or her group
or territory comprises the universe.

If the nond if f erentia-

tion is on the more abstract level of social group perspective
or social value system, then this collective orientation

takes on a similarly complete and universal character.

In

nondifferentiation of groups on the relatively abstract
by one’s social
level of social value system, the values held
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group are nonconsclously assumed to be fully real,
objective
and absolute.
The term nonconsclous Is used to emphasize naive socio-

centrlcs' total lack of awareness of assumptions or thought

processes.

Even though naive sociocentrlcs center on their

own social group, they have no clear awareness of their
group.

Even though they noncrltlcally accept the orientation

and dictates of their social group, they are not aware of

the orientation

and.

dictates per se

.

This awareness of

one’s own group develops parallel to and necessarily In con-

junction with awareness of other groups.

Prior to the differ-

entiation of one's group from other groups, on whatever level,
one Is aware of neither one's own group nor other groups.

Two other forms of nondifferentiation are closely

related to this first form:

nondifferentiation of physical

laws from social laws and nondifferentiation of one's posi-

tion and action as member of group A from the position and

action of a person who is a member of group

A

1
.

Naive socio-

centrics have no understanding of social dictate as social
dictate.

Social constrictions and expectations are "givens”

as much as the laws they perceive operating in the physical

universe.

"Leaves fall down towards the earth" is thus of

the same class as the statement "One eats soup before dessert"

or "One has a wake and a funeral following death."

The

differentiation of physical law and social convention is
crucial to the process of desociocentering.

This dimension
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of desociocentering Is related to one of the central themes
of Kohlberg'

s

(1964) developmental schema.

Kohlberg has

conceptualized moral development, In part, as a gradual

differentiation and coordination of material and human
values.

Prior to the recognition of group differentiation,

cross-group communication may be difficult.

If an Individual

nonconsclously assumes that another has the same value system
and social orientation that he or she has, the two may talk

past each other, as two ships that pass In the night.

Another close corollary with the nondifferentiation of
social groups, A and A^, is the nondifferentiation of one’s

social group A from the more generic group or broader group
orientation,

B.

The naive sociocentrlc has no awareness of

his or her group as forming a part or aspect of a larger

whole

During the stage of naive sociocentrism an individual
may speak of social groups.

For example, there is evidence

(Goodman, 1964) that at least by the age of four years

children are using words that refer to categories of people.
However, during naive sociocentrism one's understanding of

group or group orientation is both limited and distorted.
The naive sociocentrlc

*

s

conceptualization of group or group

orientation is characterized by what Piaget has termed
”

syncretism" and "Juxtaposition."
recognize
Juxtaposition involves the child's failure to

instead the events are
the relation of two or more events;
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juxtaposed.

In Piaget’s one experiment concerning socio-

centrism (Piaget, 1951)* he asked the children to draw
circles representing the relation of Geneva and Switzerland.

Piaget’s younger subjects were familiar with the terms

Geneva and Switzerland, but they lacked a firm logical notion
of their meanings.

These subjects placed a circle represent-

ing Geneva in Juxtaposition to a circle representing

Switzerland.

They failed to understand that Geneva was a

part of a whole, Switzerland; they had not yet formed the

differentiation of A from

B.

Naive soclocentrics may use

the terms Genevan and Swiss or Southerner and American prior
to differentiating the class from subclass.

Syncretism involves the individuals' fusing of diverse
things or Ideas Into a conglomerate with no logical or

causal organization.

David Elkind's (1961, 1962, 1963)

three-part study of "The Child's Conception of His Religious

Denomination" provides empirically-based examples of the
naive sociocentric' s syncretism.

Elklnd interviewed samples

of Jewish, Catholic and Protestant children between the ages
of six and twelve.

He queried the children about their own

religious denomination with such questions as "What is a
[^Protestant, Catholic or Jew]?"
?"

"Are all boys and girls a

"How can you tell a person is a

?"

Elklnd concluded that there are three stages in the

development of a child's conception of his or her religious
denomination.

Although he does not use the term, syncretism
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seems to best summarize his first stage.

During this stage

the child has only a global und lfferentlated impression of

his or her own religion.

Many of the children’s errors were

due to confusion of ethnic, national and religious or other

unrelated characteristics.
For example, in response to the question "How is a

Jewish person different from a Catholic," one child replied
"...’cause some people have black hair and some people have
blond."

When another child was asked "Are all boys and girls

Jewish?" he replied "No, because some are colored, they

speak another language."

A Protestant child was familiar

with the term Protestant, but was even more vague and confused about the meaning.

When asked "What is a Protestant?"

she responded, "Well, maybe it's something that makes you

feel happy?"

In response to a second question, "Can a dog

or a cat be a Protestant?" she said "Yes, they could fight

among themselves.

My boy friend is a Protestant and he

fights."
On any level of desociocentering naive soclocentrics

may refer to social groups, but their understanding of the
terms they use at this level is confused.

This confusion is

due to the lack of differentiation between their own groups
and other groups.

Some conceptualizations of the term ethnocentrism are

closely related to this first stage of naive sociocentrism.
the
Segall , Campbell, and Herskovlts (1966) have discussed
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quality of phenomenal absolutism In the thinking of the
naive ethnocentric.”

They begin by describing the assump-

tion termed realism by Piaget; namely, that "the normal

observer assumes that the world Is exactly as he sees It..."
(Segall et al», 1966, p. 5)»

Then they proceed to analyze

this form of thinking In terms of cultural perceptions:

They [judgements, Interpretations,
bellefsj are more like perceptions than
Judgements in that the naive ethnocentric
Is not aware of the enculturatlve learning processes lying behind these automatic, spontaneous, directly given perceptions of true or false, good or bad,
central or peripheral, etc.. They are
more perceptions than Inferences because
there Is no awareness of an Inference
prooess; the ethnocentric* s evaluations
appear as directly given facts, as knowledge directly known.
(Segall et al.

Inherent In stage

I

,

1966, p. 13)

thinking is the assumption of realism

concerning the position and actions of one's group.

On the

formal operational level of desoclocentering, this Involves
the assumption of realism regarding one's group's way of

valuing.

There is no recognition that way of valuing

Is In part a product of group membership.

Those who act

differently are wrong and frequently viewed with revulsion or
condescension.

Segall, Campbell and Herskovlts (1966, p. 5)

have asserted that when others act differently these Indivi-

duals understand the others* behavior as "willful perversions.
The "phenomenal absolutism" of naive soclocentrics Is prethese
dicted by the writer to have a negative effect on
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individuals* relations with other groups.

Realism of social Judgement

is

closely related to

exteriority, a quality associated with naive sociocentrism.

Naive soclocentrics

,

unaware of the interaction of self

with social group, believe they are fully oriented on the
external pole of social group.
pole of experience.

They Ignore themselves as a

As young children in the stage of uni-

lateral respect nonconsciously assumed the moral code to be

immediately and directly knowable and consequently failed to
take into account the subjectivities of intention or motivation, the naive sociocentrlc believes the law of the social

universe to be immediately and directly knowable.

Because

of their lack of awareness of the subjective pole of experi-

ence, naive soclocentrios are unable to take this pole into

account; consequently they assume an external orientation
but inadvertently center on the position and actions of their

own group.
In summary, naive sociocentrism is characterized by an

underlying inter-group nondifferentiation.

This may take the

form of a total lack of awareness of social group or a confused syncreti3tlc conceptualization of group.

Naive socio-

centrics center on their own group position or actions; their

territory or social orientation assumes the quality of uni-

versality or absolutism.
group communication.

Naive sociocentrism inhibits cross-
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Stage 11
Simplistic Differentiation of
One’s Group from Disparate Others
:

The stage that develops directly out of naive socio-

centrism is simplistic dl f f erentlatl on of one

disparate others

.

*

s

group from

The fundamental difference between this

stage and the former stage Is a differentiation of one’s

group from other groups.

The sphere of the differentiation

varies from one cycle of desoclocentering to the next.
The writer has conceptualized this stage

as having two

principle sub-stages, one substage in which differentiation
Is formed by the presence or absence of an attribute and

a second substage in which differentiation is formed by oppos-

ing attributes, both defined positively.

In neither of the

substages of stage II do individuals have any understanding
of a basis of commonality between themselves and other

groups

Substage IIA
by Negation

:

Differentiation

During substage IIA individuals' assumptions of realism
are disturbed.

Realism has been defined as the noncon sclous

assumption that one's position and actions are absolute and
universal.

Stage IIA individuals notice the presence of

some attribute in another group or member of another group.

They notice the attribute as the attribute is in conflict

with their expectations.

These expectations are not recog-

leads to explicit
nized explicitly, and yet their violation
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recognition of that attribute of the other which

Is

in

contra— distinction to their nonconsclous expectations.

Bruner once noted, "The fish will be the last to see
the water."

The fish cannot know the water until they

have experienced something which is not water.

To anthro-

pomorphically extend the analogy, if a fish flopped onto
land, the fish would be unlikely to cry out, "Not water!".

After his surprise of hitting terra flrma, he might cry out
"Rocks!" or "Drought!".

Implicit in the fish's response

of rocks or drought would be the recognition that where he

came from he didn't rest on rocks or drought.

begun to differentiate between land and water.

The fish has
The manner

in which he defines the land is still egocentric; he uses

concepts which are an extension of the universe he knows.

After experience with another people, through personal
interaction or some form of media, a stage IIA individual
might remark in surprise:
Those people, they welcome death!

Interrelated with this first construction is its

corollary:
We do not welcome death!

or perhaps the stronger, more fully sociocentrlc response:

They must be crazy. There's no
reason to think or act like that!
A second example would be:

Those people believe in socialism!
We certainly do not believe in
socialism.
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This individual has begun the process of differentiating

groups in the sphere of belief system.
the substage are only rudimentary.

The constructions of

Substage IIA individuals

go no further than noticing some attribute of the other

group and implicitly or explicitly noting the attribute’s

absence in their own group.
Initially, a single differential is noted (a-not a) and

stage IIA individuals assume they have fully understood the

difference.

Gradually additional differentials are noted,

denoted algebraically by "b-not b, c-not

c,

..."

This development, from singular differential to multiple

differential is isomorphic to and derived from a progression
found in Piaget’s decentering research.

For example, Piaget's

younger subjects in the mountain experiment centered on the
feature in the mountain configuration most salient to them.

These subjects assumed that the difference between the configurations was totally due to changes in the position of
that one feature.

differentials.

Later, they came to realize additional

In the water conservation experiment, the

young subjects first noted only one differential of difference and assumed that in constructing this differential
they had solved the problem.

Eventually they came to recog-

the water
nize the second and last differential involved in

conservation problem.
the concrete
The writer assumes that on any level beyond
of social groups
level of desociocenterlng the differentiation
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will Involve numerous differentials, many more than any of
the problems Investigated by Piaget.

Gubstage IIB
Differentiation with
Both Attributes Positively Defined
:

During substage IIB, Individuals come to define both
attributes positively.

These Individuals relate an attribute

of their own group to the attribute they have noticed In the

other.

They do not as yet understand any logical structure

in which the attribute of the other Is seen as related to

attributes of their own group.

These superordinate logical

structures are not recognized until the fourth stage.

These

substage IIB individuals do however relate the attributes In
the sense that they make the comparisons:

and we are

,"

"you are

in a manner Isomorphic to the child's

comparison of the glasses of water:

"There the water's high.

There, it's low."
A stage IIB individual might modify the structure of

his stage IIA responses to:

Those people welcome death.
We fear death.
(2) They believe In socialism.
We believe in Christianity.

(1)

The statements above could be represented algebraically by
a ^ c, b / d.

and
Note that the Individual has opposed socialism
and
Christianity, not socialism and democracy or socialism

capitalism.

There Is no direct superordinate logical class

conceptualized as
In which socialism and Christianity may be
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subclasses.

Initially the statements a and

c

or b and

d

are formed, with no understanding of a level of common

system or level of universal.

Piaget has concluded from

his work on class Inclusion and complementary class that
the

definition of a part In terms of the other part and the
whole comes only during the final stage of coordination.
Stage II differentiations are differentiations structured from a relatively soclocentrlc frame of reference.
As stage II Individuals are still centered on the position

and orientation of their own group, many of the initial

differentiations will be at least in part explicitly evaluative statements that are critical of the other.

Although

other groups or their beliefs do exist In the universe of
stage II individuals, their own universe remains the center.
This act of centering on one’s social group has both a

cognitive and affective dimension.

The writer bases this

inference on the Piagetian tenet that cognition and affect
are inseparably bound up together In every act.

The cogni-

tive dimension, according to Piaget, provides structure and
the affective dimension Is the energizer (Piaget, 1974).

Political socialist Hess, In his study of The Develop ment of Political Attitudes In Children (Hess and Torney,
1968), asked children which they would rather be, an American
or Englishman.

One can see within many of the responses

cited, the children's centering on their own group is both
a cognitive centering and an affective centering.

One
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seven year old responded
Well, I wouldn't like to be an Englishman because I wouldn't like to talk
their way, and I'd rather be an American
because they have better toys, because
they have better things, better stores,
and better beds and blankets, and they
have better play guns, and better boots,
and mittens and coats, and better schools
and teachers.
(Hess & Torney, 1968, p. 32)

These children are vaguely aware of the English, they
have explicitly differentiated between themselves and the

English at least on the dimension of speaking.

The other

attributes may follow In line from the first, without any

differentiation on the basis of experience.
ior; the English are Inferior.

They are super-

The other basis of Inferiority

may be an ennumeration of negative attributes as they are

defined by the group.
That recognition of difference precedes recognition of

generality has been recognized by many students of the human
mind.

Vygotsky (1956), the Soviet linguist and cognitive

psychologist recognized this developmental sequence in his

research of children's concepts.

The Gestalt psychologist

Heinz Werner has articulated a similar law in his "orthogenetic principle":

Whenever development occurs, it proceeds from a state of relative globality and lack of differentiation to a
state of Increasing differentiation,
articulation and hierarchic integration.
(Werner, 1973)
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The inference that Individuals aware of the distinction

between their own group and others may perceive these others
in a perspective closely tied to their own group's position

and actions is supported by research literature from both

anthropology and sociology,

Segall, Campbell and Herskovlts

(1966) have noted that cultures frequently judge other

cultures in a rank order according to their distance from
themselves.

Elsewhere Herskovlts (1965) has noted that a

group's language, myths, and folktales frequently reflect
the centrality of their own group.

The Cherokee Indians'

myth of creation tells of a god who fired three men in his
oven:

one was underdone; one was overdone; the Indian was

just right.

Many examples of the name of a culture being

synonomous with people have been recorded by anthropologists.
Navajo means people; Hopi means good person; "barbarian,"

originally a Greek word, means non-Greek.

Within the mainstream of the American culture, the
connotations of "un-American" are not unrelated to the
connotations of barbarian.

To some groups un-American

connotes objectionable behavior and attitudes.
A set of the conclusions Adorno reached in his extra-

ordinarily extensive research project on "the authoritarian
of
personality" (Adorno, 1969) is closely related to many

the inferences of the writer.

Adorno was concerned with

psycholofascism; he attempted to ascertain sociological,
inclination towards
gical, and cognitive factors involved in
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acceptance of fascism.

Adorno was not Interested In a

developmental schema.

He selected a sample of Individuals

high In ethnocentrlsm and a sample of Individuals low in

ethnocentrism for ln-depth study; he took a very small
sample from those In between.

Particularly relevant to the conceptualization of de-

soclocentering Is Adorno's analysis of the cognitive factor
In ethnocentrism.

The cognitive characteristics Adorno has

found to be positively correlated with high ethnocentrism

are closely related to the writer's Inferences about the

sociocentric thinker.

Adorno lists six qualities of the

thinking of individuals high In ethnocentrism:
set and outlook,

(b)

rigid

Intolerance of ambiguity, (c) pseudo-

scientific or ant lscientlf ic
(e)

(a)

,

(d)

antl-lntraceptlve

suggestible and (f) autistic thinking In goal-behavior.
The first two qualities Adorno lists are closely inter-

related.

He found that the high-ethnocentrics had more rigid

categorizations of peoples; they were less open to new experience or new information.

The high-ethnocentrics avoided

cognitive ambiguity; they also avoided emotional ambiguity
or what Adorno called "ambivalence."

This avoidance of ambiguity and ambivalence is closely

related to the simplistic bi-polar differentiations of the
stage II sociocentric.

The sociocentric

'

s

inability to con-

sider large groups and sub-groups simultaneously, and con-

sequently understand their interrelationship,

is a form of
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rigidity of group categorization.

With the developmentally

more advanced flexibility of categorization the individual
shall understand a level of commonality between groups.
The other four qualities Adorno found to describe the

thinking of high-ethnocentrlcs each relate to the syndrome
termed moral realism.

The most extreme form of moral realism

is found in stage I;

moral realism persists to a lesser

degree in stage II.

Moral realism was described above as

the assumption that right and wrong are easily and fully

known.
is

Within this context of desociocentering, moral realism

the absolutism of the moral code as defined by one’s social

group or by the sources of authority as designated by the
group.

Adorno has found that hlgh-ethnocentrics have a need

for definite, clear-cut answers.

This need leads them to

an easy acceptance of stereotyped answers.

Adorno has found

that high-ethnocentrlcs avoid explanation in terms of soclo-

psychological dynamics.

Similarly, the sociocentric has no

understanding of the sociological or cultural factors in
the Judgement of right or wrong.

Adorno concluded that hlgh-ethnocentrics tend to be
"anti-intraceptlve"

:

They are not introspective nor inclined

to examine underlying psychological or social mechanisms.

Stage II individuals have more awareness of their own group
than stage

I

individuals.

However, as during stage II there

remains a centering on one’s own group, the awareness of

group is still severely limited.

Self-centering or group-
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centering Inhibits Insights about self or Insights about
one’s group.

Self-centering or group-centering results In

a presumed focusing on the external.

This exteriority of

orientation Is closely related with Adorno's concept of

antl-lntraceptlveness
Adorno has linked the cognitive characteristic antllntraceptlveness with autistic thinking.

This association

Is also made In Piagetian theory and the writer's extension

of Piagetian theory to desociocenterlng.

or soclocentrlc'

s

The egocentric's

lack of awareness of self or group results

In their Inadvertent centering on self or group.

To use

Adorno's terminology, lack of lntraceptlveness results In
autistic thinking In goal behavior.

Adorno also found high-ethnocentrlcs to be suggestible
He attributed their gullibility to their

or gullible.

submission to authority figures and lack of Independent
Judgement.

Sociocentrlcs accept without question the

dictates of authority figures; they are highly suggestible

and gullible.
In summary, the underlying structure of stage II is a

differentiation of one's group from other groups.

At first

presence of
the differentiation takes the form of noting the
own
some attribute In one group and its absence In one's

group (a / not a).

Secondly, the differentiation Is formed

c).
by two different positive attributes (a ^

During this

between one’s
stage no basis of commonality is understood
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own group and other groups.

Individuals continue to center

on their own group and thus continue to assume their own

group to be superior.
Stage Ill

s

Des oc 1 oc entering Stage of Correspondence

During stage III two forms of correspondence may develop.

Each form has the potential of "paving the way" (Piaget,
1975) for the coordination In stage IV.

As the writer has

no basis on which to Infer which form of correspondence

comes first or to infer If one form precedes the other,

stage III has not been broken down Into substages.

However,

each form of correspondence will be separately discussed.

Intra-Group Correspondence
As was mentioned above In the analysis of state/state

decentering, following successive differentiations of configurations, Individuals come to recognize the attributes
that "happen" to occur together.

For example, the subjects

In the water conservation experiment recognized that tall

occurred with thin and that shallow occurred with squat.

Previously they had noted the differentials in Isolation.
Their connecting of the attributes pertaining to each con-

figuration results in a fuller construction of each state.
The forming of these connections Is an important step towards
the recognition of the interrelation of the states.

In desoclocenterlng, this form of correspondence is
the connecting of attributes concerning a single group,
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formed from the successive differentiations of
stage II.
To continue with the example delineated In
figure
6,

a

stage III individual might come to construct that
the

following occurred In the same group:

welcoming of death
speaking of old age as a good
time of life
belief In reincarnation
belief In socialism

Stage III Individuals might also construct that within
their own group there occurred together:
fear of death
regarding youth as the high
point of life
belief In no life after death
belief in Christianity

The above could be represented algebraically by abed for
the other group and efgh for one's own group.

As yet there is no construction of any logical reason

for why the attributes that occur together do occur together.

Intra-group correspond ence simply involves the noting of

"occurring together."

A

result of this connecting of

attributes Is a richer, multl-dlmensional conceptualization
of both one's own group and opposing groups.

This connect-

ing of attributes is also a crucial preparatory step for

their eventual cross-group coordination.

Inter-Group Correspondence
A form of correspondence which In many instances will

also lead to eventual coordination is inter-group correspondence.

Inter-group correspondence Is the noting of an
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attribute contained both In one's own group and In one or
more other groups.
In Piaget's research of complementary class (Piaget,

1969a) he reported that children viere typically able to name

attributes of the small classes of objects that they constructed before they were able to name an attribute common
to both classes or of the whole, constructed by the sum of

the smaller classes.

The naming of this attribute Is a

crucial step in the coordination of parts and whole.

In a

recent address (Piaget, 1975 )» Piaget spoke of one form of

correspondence as the recognition of similarity or commonality

between separate states.
During desociocentering stage II, other groups are

assumed to be totally different from one's own group.

The

significance of inter-group correspondence in the process of

desociocenterlng Is two-fold.

First, the construction of

common attributes may lead the way to inter-group coordination.

Second, the construction of common attributes breaks

down the absolute difference of the other.

Stage III indi-

viduals may successively view other groups as similar or the
same and different.
is

A

fundamental limitation of the stage

that they are not yet able to simultaneously consider the

bases of commonality and the bases of difference.
The example of inter-group correspondence in figure

They have a government.
We have a government.

6

is;
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This example happens to be one that has the potential of

leading to a coordination and equilibrium.

To use Placet’s

notational system for class inclusion, eventually these
Individuals may recognize "groups having a government" as
the generic class B, and socialism and democracy as two

classes A and A 1 .

An example which would not lead to coor-

dination would be the construction:
They get the Aslan flu.
We get the Aslan flu.

Through forms of inter-group correspondence that may

eventually lead to coordination as well as forms that can
not,

the absolute difference between groups is broken down.

Intermittently, stage III individuals view others' groups
or their orientations as the same as their own.

General Characteristics of Stage III
The centering on one's own group is most complete during

stage I.

Stage

I

individuals have no unders tand lng of alter-

native group orientations; nonconsclously they act as if
their own group is the center of the universe.

Stage II

individuals become aware in non-complex structures of the

existence of alternative groups, but they easily assume
their own group is first and superior; l.e. they continue to

affectively and cognitively center on their own group orientation.

The universe of stage III individuals is not so

simple.

Stage III individuals have de-centered another step.
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They no longer center on their own orientation to the extent
they have unquestioning confidence In the singular superiority of Its dictates.

Other loci of orientation are evolving

as they are beginning to recognize relatedness within what

they will later understand as alternative orientations.

Another quality of stage III Is a growing consciousness
of self as member of a group having a particular orientation.

This growing awareness of group enables the Individual to

begin to take the subjective pole of Interaction Into
account.

As one takes the subjective pole Into account,

exteriority Is gradually replaced by an evolving lnterlorlty.
This awareness Is the genesis of a new relation between the

Individual and his or her social group.

Perhaps with this

awareness there comes an element of freedom of choice and
the ambiguity of morality associated therewith.

Adorno listed six differentials between high-ethnocentrlcs and low-ethnocentrlcs

.

From this analysis of Piagetlan

theory, the writer Infers that these differentials are

developmental contlnua.

The low-ethnocentrlcs of Adorno's

study at one point In their development were hlgh-ethnocentrics
the high-ethnocentrlcs never developed beyond the initial

sociooentrism syndrome.
clear
The development from stage II to stage III Is a
as described
step from the hlgh-ethnocentrlc characteristics,

characteristics.
by Adorno, towards low-ethnocentrlc

The

rigid; they are
categories of stage III Individuals are less
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less clear-cut and more flexible.

Stage III Individuals are

open to experience and Information that may conflict with
their Initial bl-polar differentiations:

Now other groups

are seen as successively similar and different, Inferior
and superior.

In this stage there is an ambiguity and

ambivalence in their universe.

Stage III individuals have

decentered to the extent that they no longer have the easy

assumption that their immediate orientation

is complete and

absolute; there is a growing independence of thought and

lesser gullibility.

Another result of this decentering

Is

the gradual awareness of self as pole of experience or, to
use Adorno’s terminology, a growing intraceptlveness and

lesser autism of goal behavior.
The fundamental advance of stage III over stage II is

two-fold.

First, attributes of a group are no longer con-

sidered only in conjunction with the opposing attribute of
the other group.

Stage III individuals recognize the cor

incidence of attributes within separate group orientations.
Thus their construction of their own groups and other groups
is multi-dimensional.

Second, stage III individuals inter-

mittently recognize bases of cross-group commonality.
Stage IV

:

Reciprocity of Social Group

Reciprocity of social groups
stage of coordination.

is

the

d

esoclocenterlng

The fundamental advance of this stage

coordination
over stage III is an equilibrium formed by the
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of one's own group and other groups.

During this period

"otherness" Is recognized as relative.

A

system Is con-

structed In which both one's own group and other groups are

contained on an equivalent basis.

There also evolves a

fuller awareness of the subjective pole of experience.

These developments have a strong effect on Individuals'

attitudes towards their own group and others'.
In the mountains perspective experiment (Piaget, 196?)

Piaget reported that children were able to coordinate

behlnd-bef ore relations or left-right relations before they

were able to coordinate them both.

He referred to the former

step as "genuine but Incomplete relativity" and the last

step as the "complete relativity" or "full relational

coordination of perspectives."

The writer has similarly

broken down the desociocenterlng stage of coordination Into
two substages, the substage of partial reciprocity of social

groups and the substage of complete reciprocity of social

groups .
On the necessarily less complex concrete operational

level of desociocenterlng coordination may be a one-step

process and hence the distinction between the two substages

may not apply.

On the formal operational level of desocio-

centerlng, partial reciprocity will precede complete reci-

procity
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Partial Reciprocity of Social Group
In substage XVA some attributes of one's own group and

other groups are coordinated; other attributes are left

uncoordinated •

In figure 6, two possible examples of inter-

group reciprocity are cited:
(1)

fear of death
youth-oriented culture
death meaning new
elder-oriented
culture and greater beginning
(or reincarnation)
:

:

(2)

Governmental forms

Socialism

Democracy
(A 1

(A)

)

In the first example of reciprocity, one might Infer that

that which Is "conserved" is the desire for fullness of life
or fullness of being.

ment Is conserved.

In the second example, form of govern-

Each instance of reciprocity necessarily

involves the coordination of cross-group differences and the

construction of Invariances transcending these differences.
During this first substage there are aspects In which
the individual constructs reciprocity.

There remain also

aspects of soclocentrlcity within the sphere in which the
individual is desoclocenterlng.

Complete Reciprocity of Social Groups
In substage IVB all aspects within the sphere in which

one is desoclocenterlng are coordinated.

there are no vestiges of soclocentrlcity.

Within this sphere
This last substage

may represent an ideal, as the moral development stage of

9?

mutual respect represents an Ideal.

As -mutual respect" Is

never fully realized so, the writer
anticipates, complete
reciprocity of social groups Is never fully
realized.

we do know Is approximations.

What

These approximations have a

strong effect on one's attitude towards one’s own
group and
other groups.

General Characteristics of stage IV
One characteristic of stage IV Is the understanding of

otherness as only relative.

One's group and other groups

may be different relative to some attribute a and the same
relative to some attribute b.

Stage IV thinkers coordinate

the differences and commonalities.

The understanding of sub-

ordinate and superordinate levels of group systems Is based
on the individual's grasp of class inclusion.

Individuals

who understand their group as also a part of a larger super-

ordinate group including other groups as well as their own
no longer assume absolute difference between their own group

and others.

In many contexts of inter-group relation they

understand a basis of commonality transcending differences.
Stage IV individuals have an awareness of unlversals and a

recognition of their group as only one group among many.
In stage IV the social equivalent of the Copernlcan

Revolution has taken plaoe:

One's group has moved from its

original position at the center of the social universe.

As

in subject/object decentering the subject eventually came to

recognize the object as having an existence apart from his or
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her actions and then came to recognize the object as a locus
of power in and of Itself, so In this fourth stage the other

group gains an existence and Identity apart from one's own
group.

The other group is no longer solely defined or rated

in terms of the position or orientation of one's own group.
The other group is recognized as a pole of experiencing in

and of itself, related to one's own group by means of a

system of coordinated relations.
Initially neither one's own group no opposing groups

were recognized per se

;

then the subject differentiated

between groups in non-complex terms.

Following the differ-

entiation the subject recognized correspondences between groups
previously understood as totally disparate.
the differentiations are coordinated.

During stage IV

Coordinated differences

result in the recognition of cross-group universals and

common space.
The degree of abstraction of these universals and the

degree of abstraction of the shared space will vary according to level of cognitive functioning and even, to a much

lesser degree, within levels of cognitive functioning.
The writing of anthropologist Wissler provides a rela-

tively abstract and advanced example of recognition of

universals
every social system includes an economic
system - an organized means for the production, consumption and distribution of
goods and services; a kinship system
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an organization of behavior within the
family and among kinsmen; a political
system - a sanctioned means for the
acquisition and use of legitimate power,
and so forth.
(Wissler, 1923)
The elements within each of these subsystems may them-

selves seem to vary tremendously from group to group.

This

stage IV thinker has recognized a cross-group universality
on the sub-system level of generality and coordination.

Another characteristic of stage IV is common space.
From the mountains experiment (Piaget, 1967), Piaget found
that the end product of coordination of perspectives was

projective space.

In his earlier study of infancy, Piaget

concluded that the result of the coordination of self as
object and other objects was practical space, understood
on the level of action.

There is a parallel space that

results from the coordination of social groups in desociocentering.
The content and degree of abstraction of the space are

dependent on the units coordinated and the level at which
the individual is desociocentering.

If,

for example, the

units are cantons, the space resulting from their coordina-

tion may be nation.

If the units are value systems of dif-

ferent ethnic groups or different religious sects, the space

may be a broadened or more objective perspective.

In each

there
round of desoclocentering there is a final integration;

divergent units are
is a structure in which the previously

coordinated in some form of equilibrium.
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Within the space of the broader social orientation the
original space Is not lost.

One's understanding of the first

space Is modified as one recognizes the broader space of

which It Is a part, but the original space remains a source
of orientation.

For example, Individuals may Initially regard their

religion as the singularly valid religion.

They may eventu-

ally come to recognize correspondences between their own

religion and others and, perhaps, eventually coordinate
their religious views with other religious views to the

degree that they recognize a commonality at the system level.
This recognition substantially changes their attitude towards
the other religion, but does not negate their own.

Stage IV thinkers only reject their orientation as

having universal validity for all groups and reject their
previous assumption that the orientations of other groups
are invalid for these other groups themselves.

The theory

of cultural relativism, as described by Herskovlts, reflects

stage IV beliefs:
For cultural relativism Is a philosophy
that recognizes the values set up by
every society to guide its own life and
that understand their worth to those who
live by them, though they may differ from
Instead of underscoring difone's own.
ferences from absolute norms... the relativistic point of view brings into relief
the validity of every set of norms for
the people who have them, and the values
(Herskovlts, 1965* P« 364)
these represent.
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Theologian Harvey Cox has remarked that If you are
going to be religious, you cannot be religious In general.
He claims we do not need a fusion of religions and that a

fusion of religions Is not going to come.

We need to develop

a genuine dialogue which can only come from the religious

equivalent of pluralism (Cox, 1975).
Stage IV involves the recognition of pluralism.
the sociocentrici ty of stage

I

In

and to a decreasing extent

in the sociocentrici ty of stages II and III, one's own group
is the central and singularly valid group.

During stage IV

one's group is recognized as only one among many.

In the

mountain experiment (Piaget, 1967), Piaget noted that "perspective" is an end result of full coordination.

Perspective

denotes the recognition of the immediate orientation as one

among many.

An example of this recognition at a relatively concrete
level of desoclocentering would be children's insight that
their country was only one country among many countries,
and one homeland among many homelands.

A

developmentally

more sophistocated example is found in the autobiography of
Cox

During those years I became aware of a
new kind of human being. I called him
I think now that was a
'secular man.'
misnomer. Perhaps what I should have
called him was 'cosmopolitan man' or
I meant that
'self-conscious man.*
person who knows at a very basic level
of his being his own story is only one
(Cox, 1973* P« 59)
among many
.
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The coordination of social groups leads to the under-

standing of the essential reciprocity between social groups.
In state/state decentering Piaget found children developed

from the point at which they saw no relation between the
first and second state to the point at which they understood
the two states to be reciprocally equivalent; In desoclo-

centering one develops from a point at which one sees no

relation between social groups to the point at which one
recognizes their reciprocity.

One's group Is no longer the

center of the universe, but an essentially eaulvalent aspect
of a newly broadened universe.

During stage IV there is the possibility of effective

cooperation between members of separate groups.

There Is

now a heightened awareness of one's group as a pole of ex-

perience and of the other group as having a both separate
and similar pole of experience.

Stage IV Individuals have

developed beyond another level of moral realism and therefore at least within this sphere do not look with condescen-

sion at members of other groups.

Their awareness of their

own group and awareness of differences and commonalities

between their own group and others enable them to communicate with the other on the basis of a mutuality.

Stage V:

Desoclocentrlsm on the Metaphysical Plane

The stage of desoclocentrlsm on the metaphysical plane

Involves an explicit recognition of the form and functioning
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of the desocloc entering process Itself.

Piaget has described

evolved thought as a reflexive cognl tion-of-our-cognl tlons
or "prise-de-consclence.

"

He has noted that "It Is the end

of knowledge and not at the beginning that the mind becomes

conscious of the laws Immanent to It" (Piaget, 1965b,

p.

399).

It Is during the fifth stage, a relative end to the process

of desociocentering, that one becomes aware of soclocentrlsm

and the mechanisms of desoclocenterlng.
This stage is included in the desoclocenterlng progres-

sion as it is a continuation of dimensions of development,
evident from stage

I

to stage II, III and IV and has a pro-

found effect on subsequent desoclocenterlng.

Across the

stages of desoclocenterlng there is a progressive awareness
of self and own group as a pole of action and experiencing.

As individuals desociocenter, they are able in new spheres
to consider this pole as an object of their own cognition.

Children of approximately two years of age are able to

consider themselves as an object among many objects on the
level of practical action.

As children develop intellectu-

ally, the spheres in which they are aware of themselves as
a pole of action become increasingly abstract and complex.

Miller, Kessel and Flavell (1970) conducted a study to

Investigate the increasingly complex structures of the child’s
social cognitions.

The authors have concluded that across

cognitive development there is a progressive possibility of
"recursive structures," structures in which "the subject
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can constitute Its own domain of application."

They have

delineated a four-step developmental sequence toward recursive structure.

Their final most sophlstocated step Is

structurally Isomorphic to the fifth stage of desoclocenterlng.
The authors found the simplest form of social cognition
to be "thinking about contiguous people (social objects)";

e.g., a child would think about another child.

The next

form Is "thinking about action between people," e.g., a child
thinks about two people talking to each other.

The third

form Is "thinking about thinking," or one-loop recursion:
A child thinks about his thought the people are talking.

The fourth form Is "thinking about thinking about thinking,"

what the authors have called a two-loop recursion.

The child

might now reflect upon his thinking about his thought the
people are talking.

Desociocentrlsm on the metaphysical plane necessarily
Involves a thinking about thinking about thinking.

Only then

can one begin to grasp the mechanisms of one’s own thought;

only then can the mind become "aware of laws Immanent to it"
in this sphere of desoclocenterlng.

Stage V may never be fully realized.

But in some form,

all stage V thinkers have reflected upon their thinking

about thoughts concerning their own group, their own group
vis-a-vis other groups and social reality.

An example of

anthropologist
stage V thinking is drawn from the writings of

Lee
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When I study other cultures, I find a
different codification, I get a different glimpse of reality, from a different
starting point. I find other, equally
self-consistent systems of symbolization,
with diametrically opposed principles of
validations of experience. Thus I am
enabled to some extent to go beyond my
finite view; I am enabled to see my
culture as one of many possible systems
of relating self to universe.
(Lee, 1959, p. 2)

Stage V Involves an understanding of the process of

desociocentering itself.

Stage V thinkers have abstracted

an explicit recognition of the subjectivity of social perspective; they have abstracted a recognition of the process
of soclocentricity to functional equivalence; they have

recognized that subjectivity is Inherent in any social
orientation; they have recognized that the social reality
they experience is the result of a certain set of coordinates

among many possible coordinates.
The writer speculates that the fifth stage may also be
a two step process.

A step beyond the stage IV coordination

of group viewpoints may be the explicit recognition of the

coordinates that determine those separate viewpoints, i.e.
the coordinates that define the vantage points.

Algebraically,

this substage could be expressed:
Vi = f (x,y,z, . . .
V x = f Ui.yifZj^,.

. •

socio-economic
An example of a possible axis would be the

status of the groups.
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Piaget has concluded that recognition of Invariance
marks the end of the development of any concept.

Perhaps

then, the explicit recognition of Invariance of a desoclo-

centrlsm would be a central characteristic of the last
substage.

But the relative nature of the Invariance would

necessarily also be understood.

Individuals In this sub-

stage would explicitly recognize that no Invariance Is

perfectly stable.

Invariance, coordination, equilibrium

and system are each dynamic and nonabsolute.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS
Introd uctlon
In the preceding chapter the stages of desoclocenterlng

were delineated.

The focus of this chapter Is the develop-

mental process Itself.

Factors In desoclocenterlng develop-

ment and dimensions of change across desoclocenterlng are
examined.

A tentative assessment of actual desoclocenterlng

today Is made.

Factors that may Inhibit desoclocenterlng

are discussed.

Factors In Desoclocenterlng

Piaget has analyzed four factors In cognitive development:

(a) maturation,

(b) experience,

sion, and (d) equilibration.

(c)

social transmis-

Each of these factors to varying

degree is also a factor In desoclocenterlng.

Maturation as a Factor In Desoclocenterlng
Piaget has asserted that biological maturation does

nothing more than open the way to possible constructions or
explain transient impossibilities (Piaget, 1970b).

Piaget

has generalized this limited role of maturation to the sphere
of cognitive development.

The maturation of the nervous

system does no more than open up possibilities and negate
others in cognitive functioning.
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The precise nature of the relation of maturation
of

nervous system to level of cognitive functioning is
only

minimally understood*

Because of the lack of a more specific

understanding of the effect of maturation on cognitive

functioning the factor of maturation has minimal explanatory
power for either decentering or desociocenterlng*
Piaget has hypothesized that one variable in young
children*

s

inability to think in abstract forms

maturity of their nervous systems (Inhelder

k

is

the im-

Piaget, 1958).

If his hypothesis is valid, then maturation of the nervous

system may be one of the reasons why children are able to
coordinate concrete objects before they are able to coordinate abstract symbols or verbal statements.

Then maturation

of the nervous system may be one of the reasons why Individuals

may desociocenter relative to concrete aspects of group

before they desociocenter relative to abstract aspects of
group.

Social Transmission as a Factor in Desociocenterlng
Social transmission is a factor in desociocenterlng; its

effect is limited by the current cognitive structures of the
individual.

Soclocentrlsms and desociocentrisms may be

transmitted by peers, authority figures, schools or the
media.

An Individual can assimilate the information only

if he or she possesses the cognitive structures Inherent in

the Information or structures developmentally close to them.
A child may be Instructed that Amherst is in Massachusetts,
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and that Massachusetts Is In the United
States.

If that

child does not possess the structure of class inclusion,
he
shall not thereby learn that interrelation of Amherst,

Massachusetts and the United States.

If he lacks the

structure, he will be unable to receive the transmission in
a non-dlstorted

form.

A second example of cognitive structure limiting social

transmission is children's understanding of sociocentrism.
An aspect or manifestation of sociocentrism

is

negative attitudes towards non-group members.

individuals'

Societies

have explicit rationalizations for their attitudes toward
the out-group or out-groups.

All individuals in a society

are exposed to these rationalizations.

Children in the

United States have been found to act in a prejudicial manner

by three or four years of age (Goodman, 1964).

However,

according to AllDort's findings (1954), individuals do not
recognize their own prejudice until age twelve or thirteen.

According to Simpson and Yinger(1958) only older children
are able to give supporting Ideology and Justification for

their prejudice.
Children's lack of awareness of their prejudice and

Ignorance of group-defined rationalizations for prejudice are
due In part to tte absence of necessary cognitive structure.
The ages Allport cites for recognition of prejudice correspond

with the onset of formal operations.

It is not until the

period of formal operations that individuals are able to take
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their own thought as an object of their cognition (Inhelder
&
Piaget, 1958

Miller et al., 1970).

>

This development is a

necessary but not sufficient condition for the recognition
of one’s own prejudice.

Prior to formal operations, human relations consist of

face-to-face inter— individual actions.

During formal opera-

tions, human relations include an awareness of broad social

framework involving group Ideals and ideologies (Inhelder &
Piaget, 1958

)•

This development is crucial for the process

of desociocentering.

Before individuals have the cognitive

structures to consider the theoretical, they are unable to

consider ideology.

Before individuals are able to consider

ideology, they can desociocenter only relative to the more

concrete spheres such as territories and groups of peoples.
They are unable to consider value system or social orientation.

Kohlberg (1964) has found that individuals may be positively influenced by moral reasoning that is one stage above
their own.

They will reject moral reasoning below their own

level and reject moral reasoning two stages or more above

their level.
In desociocentering, if Individuals have the requisite

cognitive structures, they may be convinced by the reasoning
of others a step more desociocentered than themselves.

They

will reject the arguments of others less desociocentered and
reject the arguments of others much more desociocentered,
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even If they do have the requisite cognitive structures.

The

writer suggests that the "step" unit of difference may be

a

single stage of desociocenterlng.
Social transmission may positively effect desoclocenter^ n S»

given that the subject has the requisite cognitive

structures and that the subject’s present level of desocio-

centering is not too distant from the level of desoclocentering inherent in the message.

Social transmission may have

no effect on desociocenterlng if the subject does not have
the requisite structures.

Finally, social transmission may

have a negative effect on desociocenterlng if the subject has
the requisite structures but the message confirms the subject's

sociocentrism.

The social and educational environment may

fall to provide a stimulus to desociocenterlng, but may

Instead reinforce the present sociocentrism.

Experience as a Factor In Desociocenterlng
The factor of experience is crucial for the process of

desociocenterlng.

Knowledge is actively constructed by the

subject in the context of interaction of subject and object
(Piaget, 1970b).

In the sphere of de-ego-centering experience

with others is a crucial faotor.

In the sphere of desoclo-

centering experience with other groups is a crucial factor.
Of de-ego-centerlng, Piaget has written:

...The individual left to himself remains egocentric •• .Just as at first
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the mind, before It can dissociate what
belongs to objective laws from what Is
bound up with the sum of subjective
conditions, confuses Itself with the
universe, so does the Individual becin
by understanding and feeling everything
through the medium of himself before
distinguishing what belongs to things
and other people from what Is the result
of his own particular Intellectual and

affective perspective.
(Placet, 1965b, p. 400)

Isomorphically

,

before individuals have experience

with other groups, they nonconsclously assume their own
group*

s

position to be absolute.

Only through interaction

with other groups can they become aware of their group as
one group among many, and aware of what is intrinsic to

their group and what Is common to all croups.

Jerome Bruner expressed the need of experiencing the
other In his adage:

water."

"The fish will be the last to see the

How can the fish be aware of water without experi-

encing non-water?
encing A 1 ?

How can one be aware of A without experi-

How can an individual be aware of his or her

group without experiencing another group?
A corollary of the need to experience another group In

order to recognize one’s own group is Herskovits* observation that the aspects we do notice In another group are those
that differ from ourselves.

We "fail totally to note the

great preponderance of culture we all share in common."
(Herskovits, 1965)

Perhaps we can recognize that commonal-

ity only when we experience another croup with whom we do not
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share it.

Without experience of other groups we remain soclocentrlc

Through interaction with other groups

is

the possibility of

recognizing our own group as one group among many and of

distinguishing what

is

particular to our own group from

what is common to the human condition.

Experience with

other groups is a necessary but not sufficient condition for

desociocentering.
Eq ulllbratlon as a Factor in Desoclocenterlng

Equilibration is the organizing principle which coordinates the other three factors of development into a coherent totality.

Equilibration is the process of self-regulation;

it is the "continuous creation of increasingly complex forms

and the progressive balancing of these forms with the environ-

ment" (Piaget, 1963

i

P*

3 )»

Individuals actively seek an

order in their universe by means of their mental coordinations.

The function of Intelligence is to structure the

universe (Piaget, 1963

)*

equilibration is the process of

progressive ordering.

When individuals have developed, by means of coordinations, an order in which there is no need to change the

structure to accommodate to new events and no need to distort events to assimilate them, then they are, relative to

some "field of application" in an active state of equilibrium.
No equilibrium which an individual may construct is perfect.

Each equilibrium is eventually disturbed by elements which
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cannot be Incorporated Into the current coordination.

equilibrium develops out of equilibrium.

Dis-

The equilibration

process Involves the development from equilibrium to
eq

uilibrlum.

Desociocentering

Is a form of the

equilibration process.

Desociocenterlng involves an active seeking of order In the
social universe.
equilibriums.

The various desoclocentrisms are forms of

Desociocentrlsm involves being in active

balance with the social universe.

Within a given field of

application one need not distort the elements or events concerning other groups or one's own group in order to assimilate them into the structure.

One need not change the struc-

ture itself in order to accommodate to the elements or events.

The form of the desociocentrlsm equilibrium is found
to be inadequate when it is applied to a broader field of

application.

The individual again knows a disorder in the

social universe.

Desociocentering stages

structures in disequilibrium.

I,

II, and III are

Stage IV is a structure in

equilibrium.
The equilibrium of stage IV is always relative to some

circumscribed field of application.

If the subject experi-

ences elements or events beyond this field of application,
the equilibrium is destroyed.

The individual may then repeat

next field of
the desociocenterlng cycle, relative to this

application
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Directions of Development Across Desoclocenterlng
The process of desoclocenterlng Is an Instance of the

more general process of equilibration.
or stage IV*

s

The desociocentrisms

of desoclocenterlng are forms of equilibrium.

As no equilibrium is perfectly stabile, the desoclocenterlng

process involves cycles of disequilibrium to equilibrium to

new disequilibrium, etc.. The writer Infers that there are
Identifiable dimensions of change across the course of deOne way to examine these dimensions is to

sociocentering.

compare the changes in the equilibriums.
In the context of decentering, Piaget (19?0b) has de-

lineated three major characteristics of equilibriums:
(a)

field of application,

(b)

mobility and

(c)

stability.

Field of application refers to the objects or properties of

objects that the subject acts upon.

Mobility refers to the

temporal or spacial distance between the subject and the
field of application; the greater the distance, the greater
the mobility or flexibility of mental activities required

by the subject.

Stability entails the subject’s ability to

compensate for changes in the elements without disturbing the
equilibrium.

Piaget has noted that successive equilibriums

mobility and
have a greater field of application, a greater
a greater stability.

Over the course of equilibration a

is actively
stronger, more coherent order of the universe

constructed by the subject.
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Desoclocenterlng Involves an active constructing of
order In one’s social universe; It Involves a
seeking of

balance and equilibrium between subject and subject’s
group
and social universe.

Each of the three major characteristics

of equilibrium that Piaget delineated also describe
the

desociocentrism equilibrium and changes across the process
of desoclocenterlng.

tion becomes greater.

sociocentrlsm'

s

The

d

esoclocentrlsra'

s

field of applica-

The distance between subject and de-

field of application becomes greater.

The

desociocentrism becomes more stable.
In his single study of sociocentrism (Piaget, 1951b),

Piaget examined the development of the concept, nation.

He

found that the child’s initial focus of interest was confined
to self only.

This initial stage was followed by a gradual

broadening of scope of interest to include family, neighborhood and finally country.

From this experiment of Piaget's one can abstract the
three interrelated dimensions of change from one
to the next.

The desoclocentrlsm'

s

d

esoclocentrism

field of apnlication is

growing broader; it began with subject and expanded to nation.
Closely related to this first dimension is the increase in

distance between subject and field of application; the distance between subject and family is less than the distance

between subject and nation.

According to Piaget this in-

crease in distance vjould necessitate a greater flexibility
of mental action.

Last, there is a greater stability in the
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country-d esoclocentrlsm than there Is In
famlly-desoclocentrlsm.

Because the latter

d

esoclocentrlsm Is an equilibrium

constructed from a relatively narrow and Immediate
sphere
of the universe, the equilibrium Is more
limited and hence

the subject will be less likely to be able to
incorporate

new elements without fundamental chantre.
The dimensions of chance across desociocenterinc: may

also be expressed in a second form, closely related to the
form above.

The field of application changes from one

desociocentrism to the next.

The changes in field of applica-

tion may be either quantitative or qualitative.

Quantitative change in field of application involves a

broadening scope of field of

d

esoclocentrlsm and a growing

distance between subject and the perimeters of the field.
Individuals initially desociocenter relative to the field
most immediate to them.

Successive

d

esociocentrisms involve

progressively broader fields and consequently fields that
are, at least in their extremities, progressively more dis-

tant from the subject.

These dimensions of distance and

scope may or may not coincide with geographical distance
and scope.

A neighboring people may be more distant on the

dimension of psychological remoteness than a group of people
living beyond them.
That one desociocenters relative to Immediate groups

before one desociocenters relative to more remote groups is
an Instance of horizontal decalage.

The first equilibrium
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is somewhat less difficult than the
second.

The dimensions

of scope and distance from subject
are variables which

effect the difficulty of the task, but the
level of cognitive functioning involved Is basically the same.

Desociocentering also Involves qualitative changes In
the field of application.

Initially individuals desocio-

center on the level of concrete operations; they coordinate
concrete objects directly known to them or objects which are
a simple extension of those known directly to them.

Initially

individuals may desociocenter relative to such elements as

territories or groups of people.
Following desociocentering on the level of concrete
operations is the possibility of desociocentering on the
level of formal operations.

Individuals may then coordinate

social groups in terms of ideals or ideologies.

They may

desociocenter relative to social value systems or ideological
orientation.

Formal operations thought is a necessary condi-

tion of this level of desociocentering.
There is a qualitative change in the elements of the

desociocentrism's field of application.

In the former in-

stance, the elements are concrete objects; in the second

instance, the elements are statements.

Desociocenterlng on

the formal operational level involves the one-loop recursive

thinking about one's thinking, which the concrete operational
individual is unable to do; it involves a coordination of
ideologies, also beyond the abilities of the concrete
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operational individual.
Individuals desoclocenter on the concrete
operational
level.
They may continue to desoclocenter
on the formal

operational level.

In both Instances the problem is essen-

tially the same, the relating of subject and
subject’s group
to social universe.

But the problem is solved at two funda-

mentally different levels of cognitive functioning.

The

qualitative dimension of change in desociocenterlng

is there-

fore a form of vertical de'calage.

Lambert and Klineberg (196?) conducted a study entitled
Children’s Views of Foreign Peoples

.

Six, ten and fourteen

year old children in eleven different countries were asked
such questions as "Are there other people from other countries

who are like you or similar to you?
like you?

In what ways are the

Are there other peoDle from other

countries who are not like you or different from you?

what ways are the
you?"

not like you or

d

In

if ferent from

Lambert and Klineberg found that the younger children

thought of the differences and similarities in terms of

physical features.

The older children thought of differ-

ences and similarities in terms of personality traits, poli-

tical issues or habits.
This change in the form of inter-group comparison is

consistent with the inferences formulated above.

Initially

the children compared groups on the level of the concrete.

The older children conceptualized the comparison on a more

abstract level
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Factors in the Degree of Desoclocenterlng
.in Contemporary Society
The writer hypothesizes that the attitudes and beliefs

associated with desoclocenterlng stage IV are uncommon in

contemporary American society above the level of concrete
operations.

Comparatively few individuals desociocenter

relative to group value systems or collective ideologies. Assum
ing that the

above hypothesis Is verified, what might be

some of the factors responsible for the relative lack of

desoclocenterlng?
The Ps.vcho - Genetic Context as a Factor
in Minimal Desoclocenterlng

Piaget (1970a) has stated that decentering takes place
in two contexts:

in the life span of the single Individual

and across successive generations of adults or the course
of science.

He has referred to the latter context as "psycho-

genetic history."

Developed thought is only developed

relative to a specific time period.
Does desoclocenterlng also take place in the two contexts, the life-span of the individual and psycho-genetic

history?

If desoclocenterlng does take place in the "psycho-

genetic" context, is then the modal desoclocenterlng level
in contemporary American society in part a reflection of

our point in time?

Anthropologist Boas (19&2) seems to believe in a form
some
of social development over history involving at least
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aspects of desociocenterlng:
The concept of the foreigner as a
specifically distinct being has been
so modified that we are beginning to
see In him a member of mankind.
Enlargement of circles of association,
and equalization of rights of distinct
local communities have been so consistently the general tendency of human
development that we may look forward
confidently to their consummation.
(Boas, 1962, p. 102)

The writer sees no way to verify Boas* thesis or the

interrelated thesis that desociocenterlng takes place across

psycho-genetic history.

One might be able to verify that

the level of desociocenterlng was less advanced in earlier

societies, but one would be on tenuous grounds to then con-

clude that the discrepancy was due to the fact that desoclo-

centering Is a process that evolves over the course of
successive generations.
The Cultural Context as a Factor
In Minimal Desociocenterlng
In the section above concerning the role of social

transmission in desociocenterlng, the writer noted that
social transmission may have no effect on the subject's

desociocenterlng if the subject lacks the requisite cognitive
structure.

Social transmission may support the desociocen-

tering process, if the message Is a step less soclocentric
than the subject's current thinking.

Social transmission

subject.
may also strongly reinforce the sociocentrism of the
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In a highly soclocentrlc group, the subject
may Infrequently

receive desociocentered messages.
Not only may a relatively soclocentrlc group
fall to

provide models of desociocentered thinking, but the group
Q-Iso

thought.

directly discourage or punish desociocentered
Citing three separate works in support (Grodzlns,

1956; Pillsburg, 1919; Shafer, 1955) social psychologist

Rosenblatt has stated:

"To the extent that it is relatively

painful or dangerous for ingroup members not to be ethnocentric or nationalistic, ingroup members will tend to be more

ethnocentric or nationalistic" (Rosenblatt, 1964,

p.

133).

That cultural context does effect the extent of desoclo-

centering may be inferred from a study of Pettigrew* s (1958).

Pettigrew compared prejudice of individuals in four small
towns in Georgia and North Carolina with four similar locations in New England.

He concluded:

in areas with historically embedded
traditions of racial intolerance,
externalizing personality factors
underlying prejudice remain important,
but soclo-cultural factors are unusu ally crucial and account for heighten ed racial hostility .*
(Pettigrew, 1958, p. 40)

Lack of Sufficient Contact as a Factor
in Minimal Desoclocenterlng
The role of experience of the other as a factor in

desociocentering has been discussed above.

Underlining added

Without interaction
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with other groups, Individuals remain soclocentrlc

.

One

Dossible factor In minimal desoclocenterlng may be
a lack
of sufficient contact with other croups.

There Is evidence that some croups within the United

States have little contact with Individuals from croups

different than their own.

A Columbia University study

(Mlel, 1967) compared the contacts of children of the city

with the contacts of children of suburbia.

They concluded

that urban children are certain to have contacts with Indi-

viduals of different ethnic, racial and socio-economic
groups.

Contacts of suburban children are largely limited

to others within their own group .

The children of suburbia are not the only group in the

United States which has limited contact with individuals

different than themselves.

The lack of sufficient contact

may be an Important factor in the inhibition of desoclocentering.

The Quality of Contact as a Factor
in Minimal Desoclocenterlng

Contact with other groups is a necessary condition for

desociocentering, but not all forms of contact support the

desociocentering process.

Some forms of contact may actually

inhibit desoclocenterlng.

Allport (1954) has analyzed six forms of contacts and
their differential effect on the lessening of prejudice:

the

casual contact, acquaintance, residential contact, occupational
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contact, pursuit of common objectives and
goodwill contact.
Prom his review of the literature Allport
has concluded that
casual contact Is more likely to Increase
prejudice than to
decrease it. In areas where segregation Is
customary contacts do exist between groups, but the contacts
are super-

ficial and do not work to lessen prejudice.

Acquaintance
prejudice.

,

according to most studies, does lessen

The studies indicate that the more sustained the’

acquaintance, the more the prejudice Is lessened.

From his

review of the research of the effect of Interracial housing
on prejudice, Allport has concluded that zoned residential

contact increases the tension and integrated housing decreases
it.

Occupational contacts may either lessen or Increase prejudice.

If Blacks have positions with inferior status and

lower pay, prejudice will be increased.

If Blacks have posi-

tions of equal status then prejudice will be decreased.

A

limitation of lessened prejudice through occupational contacts, Allport asserts, is that individuals may fail to fur-

Goodwill contacts have no

ther generalize their experience.

positive effect without concrete goals.

Allport notes

"minority groups gain nothing from artificially induced
mutual admiration" (Allport,

195*+

»

P»

For a contact to

266).

lessen prejudice it is crucial that it be the kind of contact
that leads individuals to do things together

.

Closeness of contact, equality of status in the meeting,
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commonality of pursuit and interests, and ins
titutional
supports are all factors that effect whether or not
contact
will lead to reduction of prejudice. To this list,
Allport
has added that contact which leads to a perception of common

humanity greatly enhances the process.

Kelman (1962) has written of the conditions of international contacts that lead to positive attitudlnal change.
He has stressed that information about the other is insuf-

ficient to create change.

According to Kelman we often

define an object in terms of our behavior towards that
object.

If situations in which different nationals meet are

structured for outwardly friendly behavior, then an individual’s acts of friendliness towards the other may effect
that same individual's definition of the other. "It is the
.I

Pint occurrence of friendly behavior towards the other and

genuinely new information about him that makes favorable
change possible” (Kelman, 1962).
In summary, contact with other groups is essential for
the desociocenterlng process.

But contact does not neces-

sarily lead to interaction and desociocenterlng.

Some condi-

tions of contact inhibit desociocenterlng; some conditions of

contact facilitate desociocenterlng.
The Function of Soclocentrlsm for the Individual
as a Factor in Minimal Desociocenterlng

Another possible reason for minimal desociocenterlng is
the function soclocentrlsm serves for the individual and,
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conversely, the emotional liabilities Involved In desoclocenterlng.

Each stage IV entails a new equilibrium.

Each

new desociocentrism has within It, at first unrecognized,
a
new more subtle level of soclocentrlsm.
from stages

I

The development

and II to stage III Is a chancre from assumed

equilibrium to sharp disequilibrium.
In those spheres In which Individuals are still soclo-

centric, they center on the position and action of their

own group.

Their own group orientation Is assumed to be

singularly correct and valid.

security in superior status

.

There is for the soclocentrlc

Herskovlts (1965) noted that

ethnocentrism, the assumntion that our own way is to be preferred above all others, is a factor making for individual

adjustment and social Integration.

In delineation of his

own term "pseudo-sDeciation" Erikson describes soclocentrlsm
and this function of soclocentrlsm for the individual:
The term [pseudo-speciatlonl denotes the
fact that while man is obviously one
species he appears and continues on the
scene split up into groups (from tribes
to nations, from castes to classes,
from religions to ideologies) which
provide their members with a firm sense
of distinct and superior identity - and
(Erikson, 1969
immortality.
)

A soclocentrlc people's belief in their centrality is

frequently reflected in their folktales, myths and rituals.
Rosenblatt has noted, "By associating oneself with a group

which has traditions of victory, strength, goodness,

and
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success or which can be perceived to have such traditions,
one receives vicariously the rewards of this"
(Rosenblatt,

1964 ).

Another function sociocentrism serves for the Individual
Is a sense o£ belonging.

The sociocentrlc feels a membership

in an unambiguously defined group.

According to Maslow's

theory of need gratification (Maslow, 1968), individuals
need to feel a sense of belongingness even before they will

concern themselves with esteem needs.

The need to know and

understand, a central dynamic of the desoclocentering process,
Is a need which will be felt only after both the need for

belongingness and the need for esteem are adequately fulfilled.
A third function that sociocentrism serves for the

individual is a sense of clear order in the universe

.

Adorno

(1969) has found that many individuals have a low tolerance

for ambiguity or its affective equivalent, ambivalence.

social universe of the stage

ambiguity or ambivalence.

I

The

or II sociocentrlc has little

The social universe of the stage

III individual has both ambiguity and ambivalence.

Sociocentrism may provide individuals with a sense of
identity, rootedness and belonging.

It may provide them with

a sense of clear order in the universe and the security that

they are inferior to no one.

That sociocentrism does serve

psychic needs of the individual is supported by the fact that
in
crime rates and suicide rates drop following an Increase

ethnocentrism or nationalism (Rosenblatt, 1964).

Only after
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the basic needs of belongingness and esteem are fulfilled

may Individuals be able to develop through the disequilibrium
of stage III to seek a more complex order In the social

universe
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CHAPTER V

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Direc t ions for Research

Areas of the Desocloc entering
Theory to be Tested
The stated purpose of this dissertation Is to
Infer a

theory of desoclocenterlng based on Piaget's research
of

de-ego-centering.

The Inferences developed In this study

need to be subjected to empirical testing.
The theory of desoclocenterlng has dealt with five

major interrelated areas:
tures of their own group,

tures of other groups,

(c)

(a)
(b)

the subjects’

the subjects’

the subjects*

cognitive struccognitive struc-

cognitive structures

concerning the relationship between their own group and
other groups,

(d)

the subjects' cognitive structures con-

cerning the relation of their own group to the universe and
(e)

the processes across changes In the cognitive structures

a, b,

c,

and d.

The changes in cognitive structures have

been formulated into a four-stage theory.

A fifth stage

has been added to the sequence which becomes a possibility

only if the subject is functioning at the formal operational

level of thought.

Several major questions need to be researched.
basic four stages proposed exist?
posed exist?

Do the

Does the fifth stage pro-

Do these stages meet the criteria Kohlberg

(1964) has delineated for a cognitive stage theory?
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Specifically, Is each stage distinct?

Is each stage a

direct outgrowth of the previous stage?

Do the stages form

a progressively hierarchical organization?

Do each of the

stages fulfill a common function?
If subsequent research Indicates the existence
of these

stages, then research Is needed to ascertain
whether or not
the stages are repeated; and If they are repeated,
what Is

the nature of the changes from one
the next .

d

esoclocenterlng cycle to

If the stages do repeat, are successive fields

of application Progressively broader?

Are successive fields

of application progressively more remote from the subject?

Are the stages first on the level of concrete operations
and subsequently on the level of formal operations?

Possible Methodology
In research most closely related to the subject of this

dissertation either of two methodologies has been most frequently utilized, an Interview format using structured questions that lead to open-ended responses or an Interview

format with dolls or photographs as stimuli.

Elkind (1961, 1962, 1963) has researched the develop-

ment of children’s conceptualizations of their religious

denomination by an Interview procedure.

His data consisted

of his subjects' direct responses to six questions (see

Table

1 of the

responses.

Appendix) and their explanations of their

Elkind'

s

question format reveals the problem of

social group class Inclusion, the extent to which Individuals
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have assimilated others to their own religious affiliation
and the level of concreteness or abstraction at which they
have conceptualized their religion.

Each of these questions

W H1 be aspects of the research of desociocentering.

The

close examination of these questions and Elkind's entire

research design would be useful for researchers who intended
to study these aspects of desociocentering.

Lambert and Kllneberg' s (196?) research design for
their investigation of Children's Views of Foreign Peoples

may also serve as a useful model (see Table

2

of the Appendix).

Lambert and Kllneberg investigated some of the same kinds of
questions that would be involved in the research of desociocentering.

They examined (a) children's self-perceptions

in terms of group membership,

(b) what

nationalities specific

groups of children considered to be different than themselves
and how they conceptualized the difference, (c) what nation-

alities specific groups of children considered to be similar
to themselves and how they conceptualized the similarity

and (d) children's sources of information about other groups.
The examination of children's conceptualization of

inter-group diff erentiation is a question fundamental to
the research of desoclocentering.

The examination of chil-

dren's conceptualization of inter-group similarity is also
fundamental.

In the Lambert and Kllneberg study the children

were not asked if they thought another group could be both

different and similar to their own group.

This question in

of
some form would be a central question in the research
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desociocentering.
If some of the

d

esoclocenterlng research Is built upon

the Lambert and Kllneberg study, one would have
the advantage
of the broad base of inter-national comparisons
contained

therein.

Under the sponsorship of UNESCO, the Lambert and

Kllneberg study was carried out In the United States, South
Africa, Brazil, English Canada, French Canada, France, Germany,
Israel, Japan, Lebanon, and Turkey.

Other researchers, particularly those Interested In

examining the racial attitudes of young children, have
used dolls or photographs as a stimllus In interview situa-

tions (e.g., Clark and Clark, 1939; Goodman, 1954; Horowitz,
1936).

A major limitation of the use of dolls or photographs

for desociocentering research is that desoclocenterlng con-

cerns individuals* conceptualizations of their own group
and their own group vis-a-vis other groups

.

Inter-individual

differentiation and coordination is not the concern of desociocenterlng.

The doll, representing a single individual,

would therefore be inappropriate.

The researcher would also

have difficulty assuring that the photographs selected were

viewed as representing groups of peoples and not collections
of individuals.
If researchers of desociocentering do rely on children's

verbal responses, it would be crucial to explore the meaning
of the terms they use.

Young children may use words that

distorted
label social groups but have an extraordinarily

.
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understanding of the meaning of their words.

They may use

these terms before they have differentiated between the

groups concerned.

Elkind (1963) reported that one child

knew" the word Protestant but claimed it meant someone who

fights •

Radke

,

Trager and David (1949)

s;ave

similar examples

from their research; Catholic meant another school in the

neighborhood where children got spanked and Jewish meant
pickles
A longitudinal study of desoclocentering would probably

be ideal, but the range of ages across which desociocenter-

lng needs to be investigated, would make this approach un-

Kessen has noted "the speed and variety of the

feasible.

technology of modern communities make it Increasingly difficult for the psychologist to assume with confidence that
his

8

year

that his

3

olds had much the same kind of early experience

centering, researchers will need to compare not
and

8

In desoclo-

year olds had" (Kessen, I960, p. 42).
3

year olds

year olds, but 4 year olds with sixteen year olds.

The writer suggests a cross-sectional longitudinal approach
be taken, perhaps beginning with a sample of 4, 6, 8, 10,
12 and 14 year olds and two years later re-testing the same

children and adding a new group of 4 year olds.

This age

range would Include children from the pre-operatlonal

,

con-

cognitive
crete operational and formal operational periods of

development.

samples
This sampling would also Include the age

and 14 years
used in the Lambert and Klineberg study, 6, 10

of age.
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Correlations to be Examined
If research indicates the existence of the stages of

desoclocentering, there would be value In correlating de-

soclocentering development with other developmental processes.
First, It would be appropriate to correlate desoclocentering

development with cognitive development.

The

d

esoclocenterlng

theory Is based upon a theory of cognitive development.
The desociocentering theory takes as a premise that there are

cognitive structures underlying sociocentrism and desoclocentrlsm.

The writer has inferred that specific levels of

cognitive development are necessary but not sufficient conditions for levels of desoclocentering and the occurrence
the fifth stage.

.of

The correlation of desociocentering develop-

ment and cognitive development is thus a crucial one to
examine.
A second correlation to be examined could be that of

desoclocentering development with moral development.

Moral

development is a process distinct from but interrelated with
the process of desoclocentering.

Researchers interested in

the correlation of desoclocentering development and cognitive

development might utilize or build upon the excellent research
development.
of Lee (1971) who correlated cognitive and moral

The writer suggests two other correlations be examined,
with childthe correlation of desoclocentering development
desociorearing practices of parents and the correlation of
of sustained
centering development with the absence or presence

:
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contact with other groups.

Adorno has noted In the report

of his massive research study, Ihe
Authoritarian Personality

,

that

Prejudiced subjects tend to report a
relatively harsh and more threatening
type of home discipline which was experienced as arbitrary by the child.
Related to this is a tendency aoparent
in families of Drejudlced subjects to
base interrelationships on rather
clearly defined roles of dominance
and submission in contradistinction to
equalitarlan policies.
(Adorno, 1969, p. 385)

Kutner (1958), in his study correlating prejudice and
cognitive functioning in seven year old children, reports

similar conclusions.

He found that children from homes

with "policies of equality" were less prejudiced than children from homes where the family was hierarchically structured
and the rules arbitrary.

Because of these studies, the

writer Infers that child-rearing practices may effect the
extent of desociocentering.

The examination of the correla-

tion of child-rearing practices and desociocenterlng would

therefore be an appropriate study.

Another correlation, having potential implications for
the desegregation-busing debate, would be between the extent
of desociocenterlng and the absence or presence of sustained

contact with other groups.

An Inference noted above is that

contact of a non-casual nature is a necessary condition for

desociocenterlng

•

Allport has stated, that a factor effecting
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whether or not contact lessens
prejudice Is If the different
groups do things together. The
researcher would have a
difficult task Introducing only this
single additional
variable of contact with other groups
and holding constant

the complex variable of socio-economic
status.

The writer

maintains that despite the methodological
problems Involved,
this correlation would be an important
one to
examine.

Testing the Pedagogical Implications
of. the Desoclocenterlng Theory
If the desoclocenterlng theory is found to be valid,

additional research will be needed to ascertain the theory’s
educational Implications.

One major area of this pedagogi-

cal research would be how educators can effect the process
of desoclocenterlng.

Kohlberg and his colleagues have addressed a similar

question In an extension of their research on moral development.

Kohlberg (1964) has developed a six-stage theory of

moral development.

His current concern is moral education,

i.e. how an educator can help a child to develop in terms

of his or her moral reasoning.

He cites Turiel's study (1964)

as suggesting that children are about as likely to not accept

moral reasoning a stage below their level of moral reasoning
as they are to reject moral reasoning too far above their

level.

Moral education, Kohlberg states,

stimulation of moral development.

Is

correctly the
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This means, In the first place,
the
stimulation of the child's use of his
current capacities for moral Judgement
and of his use of these Judgements
In guiding and criticizing his
action.
It means, in the second place, the
stimulation of developmental change
of moral Judgement to the next level
of maturity.*
”TKohlberg, 1964 p. 425
,

)

Researchers Interested In the educational implications
of the desocloc entering theory will need to examine
if there
is not a process parallel to the one Turiel and Kohlbera:

have described.
ing stage

I

For example, are children at desociocenter-

influenced by arguments of Individuals at desoclo-

centering stage III?

Are they influenced by arguments of

individuals at desociocentering stage II?

If there is an

optimal difference between current level of desociocentering
and level of message for change to occur, what then is that

difference?

Anticipated Educational Implications
The educational implications contained In this section

are tentative and anticipatory in three respects.

First, the

desociocentering theory itself needs to be subjected to
empirical testing.

Second, there is a high probability that if

the theory is found to be valid

will be modified.

,

some elements of the theory

Third, the pedagogical implications them-

selves could be variously interpreted.

Underlining added

This last subject will
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also be an important area of
Investigation.
If the theory of desociocentering
is found to be valid

,

the

theory may eventually serve as a basis
for the examination
and construction of social studies
curriculum.
Some of the

possible implications for social studies
curriculum shall be
delineated below in full recognition of their
tentative and

anticipatory nature.
Periods of Cognitive Development and
Levels of Desoclocenterlng

Desociocenterlng that is possible for any given individual is in part a function of his or her level of cognitive

development.

The level of cognitive functioning defines the

ceiling for the level of desociocenterlng.
The purpose of this subsection is twofold.

The funda-

mental characteristics of the concrete and formal operational
periods of cognitive development shall be delineated.

The

possible forms of desociocenterlng during each one of these

cognitive periods shall then be inferred.
From approximately seven years of age to twelve years
of age, children are in the period of concrete operations.

Across this period, children come to apply logic to concrete,

manipulatlble objects or events.

These children's reasoning

is bound to the concrete and the real or a simple extension

thereof.

Concrete operational thinkers are unable to reason about
statements.

They are unable to consider the form of an
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argument as they remain tied to Its content.
reason with abstract symbols.

They cannot

The social universe of the concrete
operational thinker
is confined to the face-to-face
lnter-lndlvldual sphere

(Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).

The feelings and values these

children know are within the inter-individual context.
operation with others is also limited to this sphere.

Co-

The

larger social framework of collective values and sentiments
is an abstraction, without meaning to them.

At approximately thirteen years of age individuals may

begin to think on the formal operational level.

Formal

operational thinkers can reason about assertions or statements.

They can reason about the hypothetical or about

statements they assume to be false.

They are no longer tied

to the content of an argument, but may consider its form as

well.

Another fundamental difference between concrete and

formal operational thinkers is the latter’s ability to take

their thought as an object of their own cognition.

Concrete

operational thinkers have no power of reflective thought.
The broader social framework of collective ideals and

sentiments is part of the world of formal operational thinkers.

Because of their new ability to reason about assertions and
the abstract, they are able to assimilate the social values
of their group.

social values.

They are also able to reflect upon those
Many individuals of this stage go further to

develop their own ideologies.

This is an age of theorizing
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and Idealizing.

Of this period of cognitive
development,

Piaget has written "thinking takes
wings" (Piaget, 1968).
These thinkers, newly able to consider
the hypothetical and
the abstract are metaphysicians par
excellence
.

The desociocentering of elementary school
children will
be limited to the coordination of concrete
objects and events.

For example children may be able to recognize
that their

country is one country among many countries.

But even this

realization may come at the end of the concrete operational
period.

Piaget's research (1951b) indicates that children

do not have a firm notion of what a nation is until approxi-

mately eleven years of age.
Concrete operational thinkers may be able to recognize
that the group of people to which they belong is one group

among many.

But this too will probably come relatively late

during the period, as the parts and whole being coordinated
are large and comparatively remote.

These children may come to recognize the non-absoluteness of such concrete and isolated aspects of their pattern
of life as clothing or food or harvest celebrations.

But

they will not be able to coordinate together these coordinations.

"Way of life" or "culture" are abstract concepts,

beyond the comprehension of the concrete operational child.
The Isolated spheres in which the child does grasp

reciprocity, relativity or class inclusion
be spheres involving the concrete.

villi

necessarily

Given the size and remote-
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ness of field of application in desoclocenterlng
these

developments will be unlikely to occur before the intermediate grades at the earliest.
Not until formal operations will children be able to

desociocenter relative to such abstractions as collective
values or ideologies.

Not until this final period of cogni-

tive development will children be able to consider such

concepts as culture, economic system or political system.

All of these concepts are a step removed from the concrete.

Another characteristic of formal operational thinkers
that has implications for the desociocenterlng process is

their ability to reason from positions with which they do
not agree.

Through this process is the possibility of their

understanding the other groups’ viewpoints.

There is also

the potential of their comprehending the views' legitimacy

for the other groups.

In being able to understand the other

groups’ perspective there is also the potential of their

coordinating their own views and those of the other groups.
In summary, the desociocentering of formal operational

thinkers can involve the spheres of collective ideologies.

These thinkers have the capacity to consider these abstractions, the ability to think through the viewpoint of another

group with which they do not agree, and the power to reflect
upon their own culture and its assumed values.
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cations for Social Studies Curriculum
Hunt and Kohlberg have written of the
Importance of the
"match" between the developmental level of
children and the

education that we structure for them.

Hunt (1964) stressed

the importance of this match in the context
of the education
of the pre-school child.

Kohlberg (1964) has emphasized the

Importance of the match in the context of moral education.
The need for this match has been largely unrecognized
in the field of social studies education.

The writer suggests

that much of the social studies curriculum used today in the

elementary school is relatively ineffective as the curriculum
is inappropriate for the cognitive and desociocentric levels

of the children.

Examination of Some Examples of Social Studies
Curriculum for Elementary School Children
Pour examples of social studies curriculum goals for

elementary school children have been selected for analysis.
The goals discussed below are not atypical of the social

studies programs in use over the United States.

Association for Childhood Education International

The
,

an

organization concerned with quality education for preschool
and elementary school children has published a statement

written by Southall (1972), advising teachers of young children
how they can promote international understanding in the
classroom.

Two commercial social studies programs are also

cited, the Sadlier Social Studies Program, and the Family of

:
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Lan series, originally developed by the University
of

Minnesota Social Studies Curriculum Project and now
produced
and distributed by Selective Educational Ea uloment.
The

fourth example is

jjan v

^ Course

of Study

.

the recently con-

troversial project developed by E.D.C. with the assistance
of Jerome Bruner.

In a pamphlet for teachers entitled "Activities of

Teachers to Develop International Understanding," Southall
states

Help children to see people of other
cultures as human beings like themselves, with similar needs and problems
but with different ways of meeting
them, due in large part to certain
geographical, economic, political and
cultural causes.
(Southall, 1972, p. 1)
Two primary purposes of the Sadller series are (a) for
the pupil to become aware of himself as an Individual yet as
a member of many groups at different levels of complexity

and (b) to discover that despite the differences that do

exist between groups, a basic human quality transcends
these differences.

The Sadller program is designed for each

of the elementary grades.

Primary goals of the Family of Kan series are to understand that (a) our ways are not the only possible ways to
live,

(b)

the behavior of other people, that may seem strange

to us, seems right and natural to them and (c) we are all,

even with our differences in ways of life, part of the
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'family of man" (West, 1971).

This project Is being used

with klndergartners and children of the primary
grades.
The curriculum project, Man,

A

Course of Study , alms to

have children consider the question of the
uniqueness of our
species. The developers Intend that children
will "discover
the meaning of man’s humanness by examining
the similarities
anh differences between themselves and a group whose
lives

appear so different'

(Bruner, 1965

).

In a study of Netsllik

Eskimos, the culminating unit of the project, the goal Is
that children will abstract the common denominator between

their own lives and the lives of the Eskimos.

Through the

process, they shall also come to recognize the cohesiveness
and integrity of culture.

This last project was designed for

use in the fifth grade.

Few primary grade children will be desociocentering on
the concrete operational level.

Children of the intermediate

grades may or may not be desociocentering on the concrete
operational level.

With the possible exception of the Sadller

series, which may demand well-developed concrete operational

thought, Southall's goals and the other curricular projects

each demand some aspects of formal operational thought.
For the Sadller objective, that despite differences

between peoples there is a basic human quality that transcends those differences, the requisite level of cognitive

functioning would depend on whether the differences and

commonality were concrete or abstract.

If the differences

.
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were concrete, then only concrete operations would be necessary for their coordination.

The second Sadller objective,

to understand, that they are members of groups at Increasing

levels of complexity, Is a form of the class Inclusion problem.

Because of the extended hierarchical nature of the specific

problem and the size and remoteness of the units Involved,
the problem would be a relatively difficult concrete opera-

tional task.
The achievement of the Family of Kan goals also requires

children's ability to solve the class inclsuion problem, In
this Instance the coordination of subordinate and superor-

dinate classes of ways of life.

"Ways of life” Is however

not a concrete manlpulatable object or event, but an abstrac-

tion from them.

The concrete operational thinker cannot

coordinate "ways of life."

Many of the children who are

using the Family of Man series are probably not even able to

solve the class Inclusion problem with concrete objects

directly known to them.

The Family of Man series also alms

for the primary school children to grasp the reciprocity of

inter-group strangeness and familiarity.

According to Piaget's

research, the reciprocity of the term foreigner Is not

understood until approximately age eleven (Piaget, 1951b)
the
The writer doubts that the children will understand

life
reciprocity of strangeness and familiarity In way of

foreigner and
before they understand the reciprocity of

compatriot.

•
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The suggestions Southall outlines for teachers also

Include the class Inclusion problem! which may or may not
be on the concrete or formal operational level.

Her sugges-

tion that children should be taught that the differences and

similarities are a function of economic, political, and
cultural factors Is a task that unambiguously requires formal

operational thought.

The recognition of economic, political,

and cultural coordinates that determine collective viewpoint
is a remarkably sophistocated task on the formal operational

level
The project, Man, A Course of Study

formal operational thought.

,

also calls for

The recognition of the common

denominator between the Netslliks' way of life and our own
way of life is a task Involving the reasoning about assertions; it is not a task Involving the ordering and coordina-

tion of concrete objects and events.

Children using the

project study such cultural subsystems as family structure,

child-rearing practices, collective values and beliefs,
and cooperative activities.

They are asked to discover the

common denominator between their own way of life and the
Netslliks.

Concrete operational children are not able to

because
reason about others’ collective values and beliefs

group values and beliefs are abstractions.

They are not

as members of a
aware of the values they hold themselves
own thinking
group because they are unable to take their

as an object of their cognition.
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jentat^yfi Bee ommendat Ions for Elementarv
JL

School Social Studies

It Is difficult for adults to design
curriculum about

other cultures and avoid Including In the
learning activities
formal operational thought. We think of other
cultures In
formal operational terms. We differentiate
cultures In terms
of their value orientations.

Even the term "culture" Is a

natural and obvious concept to us, but a concept with little

meaning to the young child.
There is the second problem due to the horizontal de-

calage between most forms of decentering and most forms of

desociocentering on the concrete operational level.

Children

who in most tasks are able to reason on the concrete operational level may not be able to do so In the sphere of de-

sociocentering.
The writer is concerned that in curricula in which

children are asked to coordinate differences and similarities, they may be able to go no further than the recognition
of difference.

Lambert and Kllneberg (1967) have suggested

from their research on Children* s Views of Foreign Peoples
that there is a cross-national tendency for children to

name as the people most different than themselves, the nation-

alities they have studied in the early grades.

These authors

conclude from their research that this perception of difference between their own groups and these groups first studied

persists at least into adolescence.
The writer suggests with children who are not develop-
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mentally able to coordinate similarities and
differences
among peoples, that the curriculum developer focus
on

the

similarities.

These similarities should not be presented as

cross-cultural similarities, because the unit "culture"
has
so little meaning to the child.

The social studies curricula

should focus on lnter-indlvldual similarities between chil-

dren

froDi

different cultures.,

Concrete aspects of the culture

that do differ from the students’ culture may be Included
in the material, but the material should be so constructed
as to facilitate the students'

identification with the other

individual children presented.

When the children are able to desociocenter on the
concrete operational level, then curriculum should be constructed to lead them to the recognition that their group

is

one group among many groups and one nation among many

nations.

The criteria that differentiate groups and nations

should be physical or concrete; abstractions of social

values or collective beliefs should be avoided.

When children reach the formal operational level, it is
important that they have experience with sources representing the points of view of different groups.

The study of a

textbook that presents the ideological perspectives of

other peoples from an American point of view will not facilitate the desociocentering process.

As the egocentric

child needs to interact with other persons in order to decenter, so the soclocentric individual needs to interact
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with other groups In order to desoclocenter.

Contact with

other groups, particularly sustained contact, Is far more

effective than reading.

Reading a group’s own statement of

Its Ideology and life perspective Is far more effective than

reading a description of the other group as viewed by one's
own group.

Desoclocenterlng can be supported through the educational process, but It cannot be taught.

The writer agrees

with Piaget's concluding statement to his 1951 study:
The main problem Is not to determine
what must or must not be Inculcated In
the child; It Is to discover how to
develop that reciprocity In thought
and action which Is vital to the attainment of Impartiality and affective un(Piaget, 1951b, p. 578)
derstanding.

,

:
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APPENDIX
Table

Interview Format
Developer:
Purpose:

D.

1

I

Elkind (1961, 1962, 1963)

To ascertain stages in children's conception of
their religious denomination.

Questions
1) Is your family CProtestantl? Are you a CProtestant}?
Are all boys and girls in the world C Protestant]
2) Gan a dog or a cat be a [ Protestant! ?
3) How can you tell a person is a [ Protestant}
4) How do you become a [ Protestant J?
5) What is a f Protestant ]?
6) Can you be a fProtestant! and an American at the

same time?

:
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2

Interview Format II
Developer:
Purpose:

Lambert and Klineberg

(

1967

)

To ascertain:
a) children’s self-perceptions in terms of

group membership

b) what nationalities specific groups of
children considered to be different than
themselves and how they conceptualized the

difference
c) what nationalities specific groups of children considered to be similar to themselves

and how they conceptualized the similarity
d) children's sources of information about

other groups.

Questions
1) What are you?
2) What else are you?
3) What else are you?
4) Anything else?
5) (Ask only if no national reference is given spontaneously.)
What country do we live in?
6) Are there other people from other countries who are like
(Record all names in order given.)
you or similar to you?
7) Any others?
8) Are there any others who are like you?
9) Are there other people from other countries who are not
like you or different from you?
others?
Any
10)
11) Are there any others who are not like you?
Those people considered like you
(enter the first group
a) In what way are the_
you?
to
similar
mentioned) like you or
(them).
about
b) Tell me what else you know
c) Do you like (them)?
d) Why do you say that?
e) How do you know about (them)?
of
(In each case, attempt to get details about the source
about
the
child
information, e.g., who actually told the
peoples, what type of book, or magazine; was it through
movies, T.V., direct contact with them, etc.)
Questions a, b, c, d, and e are then repeated for each group
mentioned as similar.
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Those people considered not like you
a) In what way are the
(enter the first group
mentioned) not like you or different from you?
b) Tell me what else you know about (them).
c) Do you like (them)?
d) Why do you say that?
e) How do you know about (them)?
Questions a, b, c, d, and e are then repeated for each group
mentioned as different.
12) Now let us talk about some other people.
The Americans
from the U.S., for example. Are they like you or not like
you?
a) In what way are they like you or not like you?
b) Tell me what else you know about them.
c) Do you like them?
d) Why do you say that?
e) How do you know about them?
Questions 13-18 repeat the format of question 12 substituting
for Americans, the Russians, Chinese, Negroes from Africa,
Germans, Indians from India and Brazilians.

(mention child's own national
group) like?
b) Tell me what else you know about them.

19) Now what are the

(mention child’s own
20) Now, If you were not a
most
you
like to be?
would
what
national group)
21) Why?
(mention child's own national
22) If you were not a
group) what would you least like to be?
23) Why?

Personal Data
24) Subject's name
25) Age, Sex, Religion
26) Father's occupation
experience inside and outside
27) Estimate of amount of travel
own country
28) Child's occupational aspirations
comparative intelligence:
29) Teacher's estimate of child's
(encircle)
Low
c.
b. Average
a. High
class of family,
socio-economic
30) Teacher's estimate of
(encircle)
Low
c.
b. Middle
a. Upper

